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Young Wild West Against Odds
OR, THE SHOT THAT WON THE FIGHT
By AN OLD SCOUT
Wing Wah. Hop an'd Wing had brought up the
rear, as the party eame to a halt on the banks of
Young Wild West and the friends who traveled the Little. Colorado, and the instant they heard
with him in search of fortune and adventure came Young Wild West say that this was to be the
to a halt on the bank of the Little Colorado River, camping spot, they slipped from the backs of the
late one afternoon in fall, a few years ago, when bronchos they had been riding and promptly
Arizona was in a rather wild state. The day had turned their attention to the two pack-horses that
been .a warm one, and as the party had been com- had been led behind them. These animals ca1Tied
pelled to ride over a long, rocky stretch, they were the camping outfit and supplies, for our hero and
beartily glad when they saw the shimmering his friends always managed to be well provided
stream in the distance, and at length came to a with ~verything that was required, even though
sometimes they were nearly a week away bm
halt at its edge.
As the young deadshot, who had made such a anything like civilization. The sun was not more
name for himself be.cause of his wonderful cour- than an ho1;1r high, so it behooved them to get
age and great daring, dism<rnnted, he nodded to very busy m order to have the evening meal
prepared at the proper time.
his companions and said:
When Wing had finished his part ot the work
"Well, we couldn't have found a much better
place to put up at for the night than right here. he proceeded to sort over the provisions they had,
1 think we may as well take it easy here until wh1le Hop at once gathered some dry twigs and
about to-morrow noon. We can do a little hunting branches to kindle a fire. During the day our
in the morning, since we haven't shot much game friends had seen nothing that lived and breathed
in the last two or three days, and we need some- but a few birds and an occasional jack rabbit that
bounded across their path, startled by the sounds
thing in that line."
"Right yer are, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie, the they made in approaching.
"Misler Wild," said Hop, who was sometimes
scout, retorted, as he gave a nod and proceeded t_o
twist the ends of his long black mustache, a habit called young Wild West's Clever Chinee, because
which he had formed and seemed to stick to him. he was a very clever magician, and always readv
Jim Dart, the young deadshot's other partner, for a joke, and equal to almost any emergency,
_simply nodded to show that he thoroughly agreed, "maybe me allee samee ketchee some fishee "
"That's so, Hop," the young deadshot anwhile the girls made no comment whatever. But
they were always satisfied with anything Wild, as swered, quickly, "Perhaps you can. Hu1Ty and
our hero was called for short, said or did. He get your line ready. I reckon some fried fish
was a born leader, anyhow, and though he was but won't go bad for supper."
"Great gimlets! I never thought of that.,
a boy in years, he had all the qualifications of a
man-in every sense of the word, too. But the Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed. "I reckon I'll take
reader is so well acquainted with Young Wild a hand at fis·h in', too. Hop has got extra hooks,
West and the friends who have been through so I know."
"Me gottee plenty fishee hooks Misler Charlie,"
many thrilling adventures with him, that it was
not necessary to give a long description of them. the clever Chinee retorted, witli a bland smile.
Suffice it to say that the girls, as they were "Me fixee you uppee velly muchee quickee."
called, were Arjetta Murdock, Young-Wild West's
The scout waited to hear no more, but pulling
golden-haired sweet-heart; Anna, the wife of his long hunting knife from the sheath, he darted
Cheyenne Charlie, and Eloise Gardner, the sweet toward a thicket and quickly cut two poles that
would answer the purpose quite well. Meanwhile
heart of Jim Dart.
With the party, in the capacity of handy man Hop was not long producing fishing lines and
and cook, were two typical Chinamen, who were hooks.
"You gittee some bait, Misler Charlie," he said,
brothers and bore the names of Hop Wah and
/
CHAPTER I.-The Note of Warning.
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as the scout placed the two poles at his feet. in some bacon fat that had been tried out for the
"Me fixee uppee um lines, so be. Me velly smartee purpose, while the fish were being pulled from
the water.
·
Chinee."
"I reckon we kin all afford ter wait a little
"Never mind hqw smart yer are, heathen. We
don't want ter hear nothin' about that now. We're longer for our supper now," the scout observed,
goin' ter try an' ketch some fish. I reckon I'm with a satisfied air. "Of course we had plenty, ter
smart enough ter ketch 'em, too. Jest 'cause you eat, but we ain't had n-0thin' in ther way of fislr
kin do a lot of things that other folks can't, don't in a week -0r more. Fish is good for a change,
say that y-0u kin ketch fish any better than I kin." though I wouldn't, want ter have ter live on 'em
"Lat allee light, Misler Cha;rlie Me showee you for two or three days at a time." _
As he said this Charlie turned and walked to
me heatee you."
The scout knew quite as well what the· fish the edge of the river again, as though he- longed
would be likely to bite on, so he began searching to have another try at the finny tribe that sported _
about, and in a few minutes he had succeeded in beneath the surface. As he looked out upon the
capturing -a number of insects that greatly re- water he saw a small log floating slowly down the
sembled grasshoppers. He wrnpped them in his stream. There was · nothing strange in this, of
bandana handkerchief, so they could be kept alive course, but when he noticed that there was a piece
and not escape, and when he was ready he found of paper pinned on it with a knife, he became very
the Chinaman standing at the edge -0f the- river much interested.
"What do you think of this, Wild 7" he called
waiting for him. Hop was not long in baiting his
hooks, and then Charlie did the same. The girls out, and the young deadshot promptly ran to his
walked -toward ·them to watch the result; while side.
"Well, Charlie," was the reply, "it looks to me
Wild and Jim were fixing up the interior of the
larger of the two tents. Hop was the first to get as though that piece of paper was pinned to the
his line into the water, and it .was n-0t more than log for some purpose. Suppose you get a lariat
.
a minute before. he got a bite. Tnen he -:-pulled and pull the log in?"
"That's jest what I was thinkin' of doin', Wild,"
up a fis·h that weighed probably a pound.
"He, he, he! Hip hi!" he laughed, as he looked and so saying, the scout hurriedly obtained a
at the scout in triumph. "Me ketchee um fishee lariat. When he had fixed the rope he threw it out
and succeeded in catching a branch on the log at
allee light, Misler Charlie."
"Well, that's all right," was the reply. "I'll ·the first attempt. Then he slowly drew it ashore,
and when it was near enough; he reached down
soon have one, too, an' don't yer forgit it."
and took from it both the paper and the knife.
bemouth
his
of
out
scarcely
were
words
The
The latter was a rusty affair, with the point
fish
a
landed
he
then
and
bite;
a
got
fore Charlie
on,. but the log being soft and -yielding, it
broken
had
Hop
one
the
as
big
as
twice
that was nearly
easy to drive it in. Wild took the paper
been
had
pulled from the water.
and when he saw there was writing
him,
from
,
exhe
"How does that strike yer, heathen?"
scrawling hand, he gave a nod and
a
in
it
upon
tanned
his
claimed, as a broad grin s.howed on
said:
ain't
.
and weather-beaten face. "I reckon you
"Wait till I mad this It looks to me as though
ther only one as kin ketch fish. I used to ·be con- it's a note that has been sent to ' Us or to some
sidered mighty good at it:"
else; We will soon see."
"Don't argue scr much about it, Charlie," Anna one
He spread the paper out, and then managed to
spoke up, with a laugh. "Go ahead, and catch make
out the following: .
some more fish. I have got an idea tnat we are
going to have a good mess for supper, and I feel
WARNING!
like· eating some."
West keeps on traveling in
Wild
Young
If
an'
"All right, gal, you'll have all yer want,
the direction he has been following for the
more, too, an' don't yer· forgit it. · I reckon this
past two days he will get into· trouble. We
here stream is full of 'em " ·
know what he is coming down this way for,
Meanwhile Hop had baited his hook, and before
so he had better change his mind and let the
Charlie again got his line in the water he landed
River Gang alone.
another fish, which- was rather small. The scout
was right when he said there were plenty of
That was · all there was. to it, but it was ·quite
them in the water, for. in less than fifteen minutes
they had ca~ght a great many more than they enough to interest the young deadshot g1·eatly.·
could eat at one ·meal. As the bait was exhausted All hands had gathered around him by this time,
by this time, they considered that they had enough so he read the warning again, this time aloud.
"Thunder!" exclaimed the scout, shaking his
for they did not believe in shooting more game
or catching more fish than they could use, even head and shrugging his shoulders. "River Gang,
though there -was considerable sport attached to eh? Why, we never knowed there was any kind
of gang around these parts, did we, Wild?"
it.
"We certainly didn't, Charlie, but it seems
"Git out your knife, heathen," Charlie said, as
Hop re,noved the lines from the pdles and pro- there is a gang, just the same, or this note would
ceeded t::- put them away. "I reckon me an' you never have been pinned to that log and sent down ..
the stream. It shows quite plainly that the gang
caught ther fi:;h, so we'll do ther deanin'."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie," and soon Hop is pretty close by, too. Well, I am .mighty glad
to receive this warning, for I shall certainly make
was assisting him.
It did not tah them long to have the fish ready it my business to find out something about this
for the frying-pan, and then Wing took them with River Gang in spite of the fact that I have been
a satisfied nod, and -soon they were sizzling away advised to get away from here. I thought some-
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thing would turn up before long, so we could have and possibly you can get up high enough to locate
a little excitement. Well, boys, this means that these men who call themselves the River Gang."
"All right, Wild," the scout answered, and, rifle
we had ·b etter strengthen our position here a little
bit. There is n-0 telling but what we might be in hand, he promptly began ascending the bank.
The young deadshot walked slowly along the river
attacked before morning."
Young Wild West spoke in the cool and easy bank, pushing his way through clumps of bushes
way that had made him famous, and it was easy he came to and keeping a sharp lookout ahead.
4-o see that he was not the least bit frightened or . But the same silence prevailed, and it seemed as
even uneasy at receivin1; the warning note in such though there could not possibly be anythin.g in the
a peculiar manner. The only ones who seemed way of human beings anywhere close by. But the
to be at all disturbed was the scout's wife and boy knew there were, just the same, so he conEloise Gardner. But thi s was due to the fact that tinued on until he had covered a distance of nearly
they had not put in as much experience in £.acing a quarte1· of a mile. Then as he turned the bend
danger as the rest. However, they soon bright- of a sharp bluff of rocks he came in sight of a
ened up, and Anna turned to assist Wing in pre- party of men camped close to the bank of the
paring the supper. Close to where the tents had stream. They were only about a hundred ya:rds
been erected a large tree had fallen, and this af- distant, so it was not difficult for him to count
forded a pretty good protection from that side. them, and when he found there were eight of
Directly back of it the bank sloped up for a dis- them he smiled.
ta;nce of twenty or thirty feet, and the top was
"Well, that isn't so many," he muttered. "I
covered with a dense thicket. At the other side suppose this must be the River Gang. Probably
there was a long stretch of grass-land, and with they have been following us, and when the:y saw
the· sluggish river rigM before them, within a us making for the river they turned off a little
dozen yards, there were really only two ways they and came to the bank also. Then they were kind
eould be approached and be in danger One was enough to send a wa1·ning down the stream. Well,
from the right, and the other was fr-0m the 1·iver. I don't know who they are, or what sort of a man
"Get an axe, Charlie, and we will cut down their leader is, but if he has a grudge against me,
those two trees," our hero said, as he pointed to he was foolish in letting me know he was after
two good-sized cotton-woods. "We will let them me. But I suppose he got it in his head that we
fall right toward the water, and that will form a came down this way for the purpose ·of rounding
barricade, if we arrange them right."
up his gang. It seems -that we have made names
"Good enough!" the scout exclaimed, and then for ourselves in that particular line just because
he was not long in getting an axe l,\_nd starting we are always striking chances to break up bad
in at work. Jim Dart got another axe, and soon gangs of outlaws and road age!'1ts. Well, it has
got to be in our regular line, so the ltiver -Gang
the two were chopping away vigorously.
It was not long before the two trees fell, and must be cleaned up."
Having given vent to those thoughts and conthey landed just about where they wanted them to.
A little pulling and tugging fixed it up nicely, clusions, the young deadshot crept along a little
further, and then he saw a flat-bottomed boat
and then with a nod of satisfaction, our hero obmoored close to the high bank of the river.
served:
"Ah!" he exclaimed, under his breath. "They
"There! I reckon we'll be all right here until
morning. It will take a pretty big gang, indeed, couldn't have been following us, after all. It
to drive us from our position, or get here to do must be that they have been. coming down the
us harm. We can shoot as well as they can, so river,. and when they saw us they probably recognized me. That means that I am known to
I .am not worried a bit." .
The supper was ready and waiting for them by them. Well, this is a rather strange piece of
the time things had been arranged satisfactorily business, so I am bound to ·see it through more
to our hero, and th1en all hands but Jim Dart and than ever."
Not satisfied yet, the boy proceeded to creep
Hof> sat down upon the grass to enjoy the meal.
These two were going to keep watch while the closer to the party or men, who were now eating
rest ate, though it seemed as though the1·e was their supper, which was a cold one, since no fire
ltardly any danger of them being attacked, after had been started. They were drinking from a
the warning had been sent. If the roughly writ- demijohn, too, and this satisfied the boy that there
ten nQj;e amounted to anything at all, it would must be some settlement or mining camp close
by where liquor could be obtained.
mean that they were not to be bothered unless
they proceeded on in the same direction they had
Our friends had never been in exactly that part
But Young Wild West had of the country before, so they h;id no idea how
been following.
learned that it was always best to be prepared for
soon they might strike a mining camp or settleanything that might happen, so the precautions ment. They had been traveling a little west of
They south for the past three or four clays, with the
he had taken were deemed necessary.
talked over the arrival of the unexpected note intention of fetching up at Phcenix, but, of course,
while they ate, but the conversation .dtd not take they expected to strike civilization before they
away their appetites any. When Wild and Chargot there. The spot where they had camped was
lie had finished they reliev€d Jim and the China- on the north side of the r.iver, and, 'of course, they
- man, who promptly started i~ to get their share intended to cross it when they found a suitable
Qf the really excellent meal that had' been preplace to ford it. But this was not contemplated
•
until noon on the following· day, as has already ,
l)ared.
"Now then, Charlie," said our hero, as he picked been stated.
up his rifle, "I reckon I'll take a walk up the
The longer Wild looked at .the group of men
stream a little distance. You may climb the hill the more he.,.felt like approaching them and hold-
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Ing a conversation with them. Finall y he could
no longer restrain the temptation, so rising to
his feet, he boldly stepped forward, tbough he trod
softly, and it was not until he was within twenty
feet of them that he was seen by one of them.
"How are you, strangers?" the young dead shot
said, in his cool and easy way, "I didn't think
t):ie1·e was anyone around these parts."
"What do you want with us, Young Wild
West?" one of them, who was undoubtedly the
leader, exclaimed, as he sprang to his feet and
placed his hand on his gun.
"I simply want to talk with y ou, that's all. I
just told you I had no idea that there was any one
about hut ourselves."
"Is that so? You come up here after us, an'
if you take my advice, you'll light out in ther direction ) ' OU come from mighty quick. I'm Deadeye Jake, an' I'm one of ther worst men what has
ever Jived. When I tells a galoot anything, 'he
had better do it. Now then, I'll give you ten
seconds ter get out of my sight, or I'll put a bullet
·
through yer!" .
CHAPTER II.-The River Gang.
"Don't you think you're going a little too fast,
my friend?" the boy said, coolly, and instead of
turning to leave the spot as the villains no doubt
thought he would, he walked deliberately toward
them.
"You have seen us afore, all right, an' you
come along this way on purpose ter make t ~ouble
for us. I know that jest as much as though
someone has told me."
"Well, you are badly mistaken . I came down
this way with my friends while .making a short
cut for Phcenix. Since you seem to know considerable about me, you are no doubt aware that
we are in the habit of taking long horseback
rides all over the West. It ma y be that you
have seen me before, and possibly I have seen
you, but I don't remember it, Mr. Deadeye Jake.
Now then, are you satisfied? "
"Satisfied, eh?" and the leader turned to his
companions and laughed harshly. "You heard
what I said a little while ago, and if you don't
get out of sight inside of ten seconds, I'll ..J;l<Ut
a bullet through yer." .
"No, you won't, for I won't let y.ou do anything
of the kind."
A s Wild spoke the last words his hands wer e
within a few inches of the pair of heavy Colt'z
1·cvolvers that hung in holsters at his sides. A s
quick as a flash he seized them and jer ked them
u pward and outward, so tne muzzles covered the
bunch of r ascals.
"Now t hen, I am going to tell you somet hing,
Dead eye .:( ake. If there is anyone g oing t o be
shot, it will be you. You just take your hand
cff that piece of hardware instantly, or I'll send
a streak of daylight straight th rough you."
Deadeye Jake gave a star tled cr y and quickly
threw up both hands.
"Don't shoot , Young W ild \Vest!" h e cr ied, excitedly. "I wa s only tryin' yer . I wanted ter
1;ee how much nerve yer had."
"Well, are you glad you found out?" the boy
asked, with a laugh.
"Yes, it's all ri,g ht. Put away yot11· guns."

"I'll put them. away_ -presently, but not just
now. I am a httle bit ·puzzled over the way
you have been acting, and I purpose to find out
something about you before I leave here. · Now t~en, Deadeye Jake, why is it that you were
kmd enough to send a message of warning floating down the river to me?"
"Did you get that?" llnd the leader seemed
somewhat surprised.
"Oh, yes. You sent it, I suppose?"
"Well, I reckon I did. I talked it over with
ther boys, an' we thought it would be a good
idea ter give yer a chance ter go away an' let
us alone."
"Well, let me tell you something. That is
where you made a mistake. If you had not sent
the message floating down the river, neither I
nor any of my companions, would have known
there w::is such a crowd as the River Gang. We
had no idea there was a human being anywhere
about here, until we read the note you pinned to
t.l?e log. But sin_ce you we~e kind enough to
give me the warnmg not to mterfere with you,
I suppose I must take up the gauntlet, and I
give you to understand right now that I purpose
to make it hot for you and your crowd for the
next day or two, if I don't happen to get you all
before that. How does that strike you, Deadeye
·
Jake?"
_The face . of the leader w~s very pale, and
still held his hands above his head. He smiled
i:h a sickly way, and looked at his companions.
Wild knew he had them dead to rights, for if
any one of them had dared to touch his gun, he
would, have shot it from his hand in a twinkling.
He did not want to shoot any of them, since
thev had not actually started a warfare against
him. The leader had really given him a chance
to leave unmolested. He remained looking at
them for a few seconds in silence, and then he
said:
"Now then, Deadeve Jake, I want to ask you
a question or two. How far- is it to the nearest
place whe~ ther e are people living?"
" There's a settlement about nine zpiles down
ther river on ther other side," was the reply.
Twenty miles further down there's a putty good
minin' camp. Then there's camps spread out all
along, though they ain't very close together s011TJe ·
of 'em bein' a s far as fifty miles apart. I ; eck on
you know all about it, though."
"Well, I was looking for a trail, of cour se but
I didn't know we could strike one so clos~ by.
I meant to follow the river dow n until we came
to a shallow place, and then cross it. I s t here
much t r aveling done on this t r ail?"
·"A little, now an' then."
"It runs close to the river, I suppose? "
"Yes, for more than t wenty miles it keeps ri,ght
in sight of ther river."
"Wel!, yoµ call yourselves the Ri ver Ga ng, so
I take it t h at you must h ang out along the river
and r ob traveler s who pass along the trail. "
"You take it t h at wa y, do yer, Young Wild
·
West?"
'"Yes, I reck on I am right , t oo."
" Well, most likely you knowed all about it aforeyou come out this way."
"You don't believe what I've told you, then?"
"No, of course not."
"All right; then I mu st have ·wasted words in

he
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telling you. But I don't .care whether you believe
"Well, I met the River Gang and had a talk
it or not, Deadeye Jake. I am going to let you _ with them, Charlie," was the cool reply. "The
go this time, but if I happen to run across you shot you heard was fired by me, of course. I
again before we get away from this part of the knocked the hat from the head of one of the
country, you can expect to take your medicine. gang, that's all."
Now then, I must ask you all to step over to
"Great gimlets I I wish I had been there,
the bank and sit down, your feet hanging over. Wild."
Hurry up and do this, for I am anxious to get
"Well, they were badly enough scared with me
back to my friends and let them know that I there alone, so I don't know what might have
met the River Gang."
happened if you had been there with me," and
Never once did Wild lower his revolvers. He the boy laughed lightly.
occasionally moved them to the right and left,
Jim was waiting a short distance from the
so he might impress the villains with the fact camp, and when. they joined him he wanted to
that it would be hard to tell which of them would know why Wild had fir ed the · shot. The young
get the bullet if he began shooting. Slowly they deadshot waited until they were all . together,
turned around, and at a nod from the leader, they and then he related just what had happened.
all advanced to the edge of the bank, which was
"Well, this is indeed surprising,'' Arietta derather high at that point. Deadeye Jake was the clared, shaking her golden head and looking
first to squat upon the ground, and he threw his rather puzzled. "A gang of thieves, eh? And
legs over just as Wild had told him to. Then they were foolish enongh to think tha t we were
the others followed, and there they sat in a row, afraid of them? That shows how you are feared,
as though they were fishing in the stream. The Wild."
young deadshot could not suppress a laugh, for
From the information I got from Deadeye Jake,
to him they looked rather comical just then.
is a trail running along close to the river
"Now then," said he, with a nod of approval, there
on the other side. It leads to a settlement, and
"you just keep your faces toward the other side, then
goes on to a mining camp further toward
and don't any of you dare to turn and look this
way for the next five minutes. If you do, a the southeast. Of course if we get a hundred
miles further, we will know just where we are,
bullet might fetch you in a hurry."
There was no reply to this, and satisfied that since we have been over that ground before. But
it would be safe for him to leave now, the I think we may as well remain along the river
boys began b1l.cking away from the spot. He here for a day or two, and corral the River Gang.
knew_ that if they only had the chance they We will be doing a good turn for the travelers
would certainly open fire on him; but he did who pass this way, no doubt." •
"An' they've got a boat, you say, Wild?" the
not mean to give them the chance. Ba:ck he went
until he reached the shelter of a clump of bushes, scout remarked.
"Yes, they've got a flat-bottomed boat that is
and then he turned and stepped behind it.
He was then perhaps twen·ty yards from the mere than capable of carrying the entire crowd.
row of villains, and as he paused to watch them I suppose they use that a great deal on the river."
"Didn't they have horses with them?" Jim Dart
a few seconds longer, one of them turned and
looked cautiously around. Just as he was about asked.
"No, not a horse."
to let the others know that the boys had dis"Well, if we could only watch where the boat
appeared, Wild r ~ised _the gun in his ri~ht hand,
· goes, we would no doubt find their hangout."
and taking a quick aim, pulled the tngger.
"That's just what I've been thinking, Jim.
"CrackL"
·
As the report r ang out the villain's hat flew Quite likely their headquarters is further down
from his head and dropped into the water. A the river, and that being the case, they will probcry of alarm came from his lips, too, and then ably venture to get there after it grows dark.
The river is quite wide enough here, and maybe
the others looked around in spite of themselves. they
think they will be able to go on down un"Remember what I told you," came from be- observed
by us, if they keep hugging the other
hind the bushes.
. shore."
This had the effect of causing them to all turn
"If they kin do that, they're good ones," the
t heir heads and look toward the other side of scout declared. "I'm willin' ter set up all night
the river again.
an' watch."
"That's about enough," our hero thought. "They
"Well, if they try it, .I don't think they will
are a cowardly lot, after all. I hardly think we wait long after its get8 dark, Charlie, so you
need fear having a great deal of trouble with won't have to sit up all night for that purpose."
them. · But I feel it my duty to break up the
The sun had set by this time and it was algang, for certainly they must be making it un- ready gradually becominig dark.
·
pleasant for the travelers they come across. I
The fire still smoldered where the supper had
wil go back now, and repor t what I have done." been cooked, and as Young Wild West looked
He walked along briskly, taking care that he around and saw the preparations they had made
made no sounds that might be heard by the River to withstand an attack he laughed.
Gang, and soon came in sight of the camp. It
"If I had only known this gang was composed
.. was just then that Cheyenne Charlie came run- of such cowards, I shouldn't have advised cuting down the hill.
ting down the two trees, boys," he said. "But I
"How did yer make out, Wild? I heard yer don't think it did you any harm, for the exercise
shoot, an' I was comin' up that way, when I was good for you."
happened ter see yer walking_ along," the scout
What might have otherwise been a tedious
said, as he looked at the boy in eager anticipa- evening now promised to be tinged with considerable excitement. They were all waitinc for the
tion.
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boat to ccme down the river, and that kept them
interested. Gradually it grew darker, and then
it was not long before a single star showed in the
blue vault above. This was followed by others,
and soon it was quite dark.
"Now then," said Wild, nodding to his companions, "you can expect to , hear that boat coming at any time. I am going to take my position
under that tree on the bank. Charlie, you can
walk a short distance to the left, and Jim can
go up the hill, if he likes. He wil1 find a tree
there that will be easy to climb, perhaps, and
from the top of it he might be able to see quite
a distance."
\
Dart took the ·hint, and promptly started up
the hill, while Charlie walked slowly up the
river bank. The young deadshot coolly sat down
under the tree, his rifle across his knees. A ,gentle breeze had sprung up by this time, and there
was a light ripple on the surface of the river.
They sat there for half an hour in silence, and
then the girls got to whispering, in spite of
what the young deadshot had told them. They
had started up quite a conversation when, suddt,nly, Cheyenne Charlie came running lightly to
the spot.
·
.
"They're comin', Wild!" he exclaimed. "Ther
old boat is movin' along at a snail's pace, an' is
putty close to ther other side of _ther stream."
"All right Charlie," and the boy arose and
stood near the tree.
Then turning to the girls, he added:
"Now then, I reckon you had better go back
there and get behind the fallen trees. There may
be some shooting done. But I don't mean that
there will be, as faT a 8 'We are concerned. I
mean to ge~ my horse 1eady and ride down on
this side of the river after tpe boat, for I want
• ~o see where thP villains arc going."
The girls promptly · left the spot, and soon
were sitting _b ehind the two trees, that had been
felled before darkness set in. Two minutes later .
Jim Dart came do;vn the hill and joined them.
He had seen the boat coming down the river before Charlie had observed it, but it had taken him
some time to make his way through the bushes
and get back.
"What do you mean to do, Wild?" he asked,
looking at the young deadshot.
"I am going right down the river on this side,
as I just told Charlie and the girls," was the
reply. "I want to see where the River Gang
are going with the boat. The chances are it will
take them direct to their headquarters."
,;I'm goin' with yer, Wild, ain't I!" the scout
spoke up, questioningly.
"You can go if you like. No doubt Jim will
be satisfied to remain here with the girls."
"I am satisfied to do anything you say, Wild,"
Dart retorted, quickly.
It proved that the scow, for such the boat
mi,ght be called, was merely drifting along with
the current, and as the stream flowed anything
but swiftly at that point, it was making slow
progress. It was fully five minutes before they
were able to disce,rn the clumsy craft. But Wild
and his partners were now well behind the trees,
and of course could not be seen by those in the
boat. On it went, slowly, and once they hea1·d
a splash as a pole 01· oar was u"ed to push the
craft away from the bank. Not until it haJ 1,a.,,-0-

ed them, and was over two hundTed feet distant,
did Wild make a move to get his horse.
Cha1·1ie followed him, and they- soon had the
horses saddled. Instead of·mounting them, however, they led them along the bank of the river,
taking care 1\o keep well back from it. They went
on in this way until they came to a sharp bend
in the river. It was rather narrow here, and
the ungainly craft was forced to the middle of
the stream, where the channel was. Either the
young deadshot or his partner could have roped
a man and dragged him ashore, if they had cared
to do so. But that was not their purpose just
then. The current was a little quicker at this
point, and the boat moved along a little faster.
Wild and Charlie now ·mounted and rode along,
their horses at a \\\alk. A little further down
the river a couple of QJ.en began using poles, and
then the scow forged ahead II\UCh faster. It was
not more than a mile from the camp when the
scow was seen to turn toward the opposite shore.
Wild quickly dismounted, and the scout followed
his example. Then they stepped close to the
tdge of the bank and watched. The stream wa;;;
probably a hundred yards in width 1·ight there,
but in the starli,ght they could see the boat quite
pl~inly. Wild and Charlie waited for fully ten
mmutes, but could not hear even a sound to indicate that there was such a tl,ing as a boatload
• of men close at hand.
''They've landed, Charlie," the young dtadshot
s.a_id, in his cool and easy way. "Now then, just
mark that place well, for we must find a shallo\V
spot so we can cross and go over there. I reckon
it won't be very long before we have located
the headquarters of the River Gang."
,
•
CHAPTER 111.-The River Gang In Their Cave.
The band of villains calling themselves the
River Gang had been organized something like
six months when Young Wild West first became
aware of their existence. Deadeye Jake the
leader, had oeen a thief ever since he couid remember. He had drifted through various parts
of the West, and had always managed to make
a living by stealing. from others.
But he was one of the sort of scoundrels who
~ei;erally stay in the backisround when they know
1t 1s safer to do so, and 1t was in this way that
he had on more than one occasion seen Young
Wild West and his partners, as well as the girls
and the two Chinamen. Ignorant as he was as
far as education went, Deadeye Jake had pi~ked
up considerable knowledge, and he was a pretty
good student of human nature. When he got
among a lot of honest miners he always posed
to be honest himself, and it was never that he
committed a theft unless he knew there was more
than an even chance that he would not be detected.
_
But when he got among villains it was different, especially if there were enough of them
to take the upper hand. Shortly before he had
forced the idea of organizing a band to ply their
trade along the trail that ran close to the river
he had come in contact with three brothers named
Cronk. The nickname of the Cronk brothers
were Slammer, Mose and Ugly. Perhaps there
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were no worse cowards in existence than thesE:
three men, yet they were dangerous to deal w it h.
Though they feared those who opposed them,
they never lost a chance to scheme and find a
way to get the best of them. They would not
hesitate to kill a man for the sake of getting
a few dollars, but never did they fight openly.
Deadeye Jake was not long in sizing up the
three brothers when. he first became acquainted
with them, and it occurred to him that they
would prove of valuable aid to him in case he
forced a band to carry on the business of robbing
travelers and anyone else they came in contact
with. But he knew that four would hardly be
enough to do such a thing, with anything like
safety, so be looked around, and was not long
in finding [our more men who were just· the ty pe
. he wanted them to be.
He knew of a cave there that could be entered
• from the water as well as a little ravine quite
close to the trail, and the result was that the
cave was soon made the headquar ters of the
band. It was the leader who conceived the ide.:i
of calling themselves -the -Ri ver Gang, for one
day they found a good~sized flat-bottomed boat
drifting down, and they at once took possession
of it. Several times they -had made successful
hold-ups along the trail, and had escaped by
means of this lioat, fo r their victims never dreamed of such a thing as the robbers getting away
by that means, and what search was made for
them was gener ally done along the t r ail, and
among the rocks a djacent to it.
It happened that the gang of eight men wer e
coming down the river in their ungainly cr aft
when they caught sight of Young Wild West and
his friends as they rode over the crest of a hill,
heading toward the river. Deadeye Jake had
.very good eyes, and the moment they rested upon
the young deadshot he recognized him instantly.
Then it was .that he decided, quickly, that the
boy and his partners haa come_ that way to break
ur, the gang.
But just why n e decided to send a note of
warning, pinned to a log, d0Wn the stream can
only be surmised. If he had known them · as well
as he claimed to he would scarcely have conceived a challenge, f or no matter how it came, he
was always r eady to answer it, as the reader
knows. But Deadeye Jake had sent the-note, and ·
then had been visited · by Young Wild West himself. The result was not at all gratifying to him
and his companions, and it was quite a length
of time after the boy disappeared before they
ventured to rise from the bank. The man whose
hat had been shot from his head by the unerring aim of our hero was Slammer Cronk. He
was §till badly frightened, when the leader began
speaking with his usual coolness.
"What's the matter with yer, Slammer?" he
asked, snee1·ingly. "You didn't git touched with
ther bullet.' It was only your hat what got
knocked from your head. You musn't be afraid
of anything like that."
"Well, I reckon that was a putty close call,
Jake," was the retort. "I don't like that kind -of'
business, an' you kin bet if I kin ever ketch Young
Wild West asleep some time, I'll make short work
of him."
"Yes, that's about ther only way you · would
ever tackle him, I reckon. But, never mind. I
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don't believe a word ther boy said. He come here "
after us, an' if we don't look out, he'll git us, too.
Now then, ther only thin,g we've got ter do is
ter stay right here till it gits dark, an' then git
down to ther cave. Once we git there, I reckon
wc,'11 be all right, 'cau se we kin hide an' keep
a watch at ~her same time. If •we kin only git
'em where we want 'em, we'll make short work
of ;em."
"That's ther way ter talk, Jake !" exclaimed a
fellow named Clancy. "Slammer an' his brothers
most likely wouldn't tackle Young Wild West an'
his pards unless ~they was asleep. But I ain't
one of them kind. I'm willin' ter tackle 'em in
ther open, if I've only got a fair show."
"Me, too," on·e of the others spoke up.
"Ther same here," another declared.
· Deadeye Jake gave a nod of satisfaction .
"Well, boys," he said, nodding his head in a
pleasant way, "about half of· yer is willin' ter
fight in any kind of fashion. But that don't say
that ther Cronk brothers ain't no good. They
come in jest ri,ght sometimes. They've got a
way of doin' ther sneak business, an' it's mighty
necessary ter do that sometimes. Yer can't
always stop a traveler 1:1n' ketch him nappin', so
it's mighty good once in a while ter have two
or three fellers what kin sneak into a camp while
they're all asleep an' git away with what they've
got without bein' found out. Ther Cronk .brothers
kin do that, an' they've done it lots of times, as
yer all know."
The brothers seemed plea sed to h ear this, and
they looked at the rest with a certain feeling of
satisf a ction. The more they talked over what
had happened the bet ter they f elt, it seemed, and
by the time it grew dark enough for them to
venture down the river, they we're all apparently
ready for anything that" might happen. They got
into the scow and pushed it off, making for the
other side of the stream.
Then they let it drift down past the camp of
pur friends, as has already been told. They all
thought they had passed Young Wild West and
his friends, without being discovered, and when
they neared the black-looking cliff they were delighted at the success of the venture. Under a.
shelving -rock which was scarcely h~gh enough
to permit them to stand upright, the boat wa.s
pushed. It· went along, back into the darkness,
for a space of probably a hundred feet, and then
it suddenly grounded on a shelving beach.
"Here we are, boys," said Deadeye Jake, as he
quickly struck a match and lighted a lantern that
was in the bow of the scow.
This done, he stepped out, taking the end of a
rope with him, which he quickly made fast to a
jutting point of rock. The others were not long
in leaving the craft, and then a few steps brought
them to a solid fl.oorin_g of rock.
It was quite a big cave they had entered, and
lighting the way with the lantern, Deadeye Jake
went along a few yards and then turned sharply
to the left and entered a spacious apartment,
which seemed as though it must have been formed
by the hand of man.
But such was not the case. It was simply a
freak of nature. While it would be comparatively
easy for anyone to find it from the river, should
they take the tro\lble to use a boat and push · on
under_the ledge, the other entrance was well hid-
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den, and only one knowing just where it was crease, instead of fallin' off. Now t~en, I want
cculd find it. Once more the part of the under- ter hear what you have got ter say ab.out ther
,ground place that was occupied as a living apart- \JJest way of gettin' rid of Young Wiid West.
ment; the villains seemed to be happy enough. Ther boy sartinly come here ter clean us up. You
The lantern was placed on a rough table, and couldn't make me believe anything different, no
then one of the Cronk brothers found another matter what yer said."
and lighted it. This illuminated the rocky apart"Well, you know more about him than ther rest
ment well enough to. see each other plainly.
of us do," Clancy declared, shaking his head. "I
"Well, boys, we had a cold supper, so I reckon never seen him afore, nor I never heard anything
we don't want nothin' more ter eat to-night," about him till you w·as talkin' about him ther
the leader observed, with a shrug of his shoul- other day. I don't know what made yer think of
ders. "It's a good thing we had some grub him, 'cause it seems ter me as though you must
alpng with us, 'cause we knowed that Young have had an idea he would be around here. But
Wild West was so close )Jy, we couldn't have how kin it be possible that a bov like he is kin <lo
come on down till after it igot dark. If we sich. things as you have told me he's done? _ Why,
hadn't had anything ter eat with us, we would it seems that he's been all over ther country, an'
be might hungry by this time. I, for one, always every place he has struck where there's any kind
like ter have my meals on time."
of a bad gang, he's made trouble."
"You always was a hog, anyhow," the villain
"That's what he goes around lookin' for," decalled Clancy retorted, with a ring of sarcasm in clared Deadeye Jake. "That boy has got it in his
his voice.
head that he was put in ther world ter go around
"Well, never mind that, Clancy," · the leader an' make trouble for all such nien as us. He
retorted, with a laugh. "I reckon you kin gen- ain't never better satified than when he's roundin'
erally eat your share, too."
up outlaws an' agents. I've heard say that he's
"Yes, I could eat somethin' hot now . A good a regular fiend at breakin' up bad gangs of bad
cup of coffee wouldn't igo bad." redskins, too. It sartinly must have been born
"Well, why don't you go ahead an' start a fire in him, an' them two pards he's got is jest about
an' make it, then? It's safe enough ter do that, as bad. But that ain't all, boys. One of ther
'cause ther smoke couldn't be seen in ther dark." three gals we seen with 'em is a wonderful fighter,
"I reckon I will," and so saying, Clancy made too, an' she kin shoot a good deal straighter than
his way to a corrier of the cave, where there any of us kin. I remember one time when I was
was a fireplace directly beneath an opening in hangin' around a camp, takin' ther part of an
the rocky roof of the place. There was plenty honest, inoffensive ·galoot, that I seen a little
of wood, there, so it was not .long before he had,_ shootin' match. There was prizes put up, an'
piled some of it up, and then striking a match, · Young Wild West an' his pards was invited to ,g o
he ignited it. At first the smoke partly filled the in. Ther money that was took in from ther
underground place, but there was a draught shootin' match was ter 11;0 to a wider, an' each
blowing from the river, and soon it was caught one as entered had to pay five dollars. Well,
by this and went whirling through the opening Young Wild West an' his two pards went in, an'
above. The villains had all the necessa1·y ap- ther gal, too."
"An' I s'pose Young Wild West won ther
pliances for cooking, and it was not long before
a small iron pot was suspended ove1; the flames prize?" Ugly Cronk ventured.
from an iron rod that rested upon a rock on
'Sartin," and the leader nodded as though it
Either side of the fire.
was a matter of course. "But," he went on,
Water and coffee were put into this, and soon "there was a feller there what could shoot like
it was boiling away merrily. As the odor came anything, -an' he was second. I don't know
to their nostrils the rest became interested, and whether Young Wild West's two pards done their
when the coffee was ready, they all accepted a best or not, but, anyhow, they let ther feller
cupful. When. he had swallowed his portion, beat 'em. When it was all over an' ther prize,
Deadeye Jake quietly filled his pipe, and pulling ·which was a claim that wasn't worth much, had
a three-legged stool to the table, he sat down been turned over to Young Wild West, ther boy
and got into a position to take things easy. The turns to ther feller he had beat in ther shootin'
rest soon gathered around him, and then for the match, an' said: 'I reckon we've got a gal right
space of nearly five minutes there was a silence. here what kin beat you shootin', my friend.'
Finally the leader knocked the ashes from his 'What's that?' ther feller asked, as though he
pipe, and looking from one to the other of his was a lot surprised. 'I mean ther gal what took
companions, he gave a .notl a;nd said:
part in the.r shootin' match. She come fourth,
"Well, boys, I s'pose you're waiting to hear me I believe, but she kin do better than that.' Ther
say somethin'. I've been doin' a lot of thinkin' in feller doubted this, so a match was made right
.
ther past few minutes, an' I've come to ther con- away, an' what do you think, boys?"
clusion that we've got ter git rid of Young Wild
'Ther gal won, of course," Ugly declared.
Vv es't as soon as possible. If we don't, we'll be
"You have ,got that just right, Ugly. She beat
drove out of here, an' most likely some of us will ther feller by jest about ther breadth of a hair.
be shot, too. Our business is too good ter leave But that was enough. Now yer know, by what
this part of ther country, 'cause we've been avera- I've told, yer, that it ain't only Young Wild West
gin' somethin' like two thousand dollars a month an' his pards what kin do some tall shootin', but
e.ver since we've been here. There's a boom on · ther gal kin do it, too. Maybe yer don't notice
down at Jockey Camp, which as yer know, is only . ther one with ther yaller hair?"
forty miles away from here. There'll be lots of
' "They was too far away for me ter see what
travelin' from now on, an' they'll be comin' from cclor their hair was," Clancy declared.
both ways. That means that business will in"Well I could see it all righ_t. Why, I could
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have told who they y.ras if they had been so far on this trip, an when I give ther word, everybody
away that I could jest about count 'em. Another must fire an' shoot ter· kill."
thing, I know ther horse Young Wild West always
The Cronk brothers looked at each other uneasirides. He's a sorrel stallion, an' ther boy calls ly at this. It was not th'e ir way of doing busihim Spitfire. Say, boys! but that's a horse, too, ness, and it was plain that they did not want io
.an' don't yer forgit it."
take piut in it. But they said nothing just then,
"Well, we've got putty good horses ourselves," and listened to the leader as he went on talking
Mose Cronk observed, as he jerked his thumb about what he intended to do. Finally it was
toward a part of the cave from which came the understood that they were to leave the cave with
occasional stamping of hoofs.
their horses just about two hours before daylight,
"Oh, yes, our horses is all putty speedy, but I and then cards were brought out and some of
reckon there ain't none of 'em could match Young the men began playing poker, while the others sat
about and · smoked until they became drowsy,
Wild West's sorrel stallion."
"Well," remarked one of the others, after a when they sought their sleeping quarters. If
pause, "this ain't gittin' to ther part I'm anxious they had known that their entire conversation
ter know about. Now then, Jake, jest tell us had been heard by no less a personage than
how we're goin' ter clean up Young Wild West Young Wild West himself, the villains certainly
an' his pards."
would not have felt like going to sleep just then.
"I ain't made up my mind about that yet, but
I think it oughter be easy- enough. It oughter
be done afore daylight, too. Why, if we could
only sneak across ther river an' pop 'em over
afore they knowed we was anywhere around jest CHAPTER IV.-Our Friends Shift Their
Position.
see what w,e could do. We could take them gals
th
an' fetch 'em here to ther cave, an' en I reckon
It did not take Young Wild West and Cheyenne
there would be a squabble her~ for wives. There's Charlie long to find a place where they might
eight of us, an' we all couldn't marry a gal, ford the river easily. There was only a . short
'cause there's only three of 'em."
distance that their horses had to swim, and hold- "! reckon we don't want ter bother with no
ing their weapons above ther heads, so they might
gals,'' Clancy declared, shaking his head. "I've escape a wetting, the two got across in safety.
had all ther dealin's I want with women. It come Then they let their horses walk along the other
near bein' my ruin, too. I married a woman bank until they came to the black-looking cliff.
some years ago, an' jest 'cause she thought I was They dismounted heTe, and tying the horses, Wild
doin' wrong, she left me an' went an' told what ventured along until he found he could get no
kind of a man I was. I only got away by ther further, since the water touched the almost r,erskin of my teeth, an' since that time I never pendicular wall of rock.
·
wanted ter have anything ter do with women
"Charlie," said he, in a w.hisper, "that boat
ag'in. That woman was my legal wife, an' I
came directly here, and I am satisfied that there
was supportin' her in fine shape, too. But when must be some sort of an opening close at hand.
she found out that I was a thief, that settled it. - The question is, how are we going to get to it?
Any woman as would go back on a man jest 'cause No doubt the boat went right under the cliff."
he wasn't honest, ain't no good, an' I believe
"Let's see how deep it is here, Wild," was the
all women is alike in that way."
reply, and then Charlie went back a short dis"! kinder think that Yiay myself," admitted tance and proceeded to cut a sapling that was
Deadeye Jake. "Well, we won't bother with ther growing along the bank.
gals, then. 'S'pose it would make trouble for us.
When he had done this he came back again and
We'll jest go over to ther other side of the:r; river thrust it into the water. He found it to be fully
afore daylight, an' see what we kin do in ther six feet in depth at that point, so this made it
way of cleanin' ·up Young ' Wild West an' his impossible · to even think of wading under the
pards. Of course, if ther gals happen ter get ledge. He pushed the sapling forward, and soon
shot, too, we can't help it."
discovered the opening, however, and made an
"Do yer mean to go in ther boat, or are we examination. But he came to the conclusion that
goin' to take our horses an' nde down to ther the boat must be so far under that it could not
ford?" Moss Cronk inquired.
be reached in that way.
"I ain't made up my mind about that. But I
"Well, Charlie," said he, "the only thing for
:reckon it would be a good idea ter take ther us to do is to go around a little further and get
horses an' come around by the regular entrance, to the top of the cliff. Then we will find a way
'cause if we took ther boat an' didn't happen ter to get in, for there is a cave here, that's certain."
make out right, they would ketch us afore we gQt
"There sartinly is, Wild," was the reply.
out of their sight. Yes, we'll take ther horses."
"Come on."
"What time do you mean ter go, Jake?" one of
"Of course one of us could take' off our clothes
the others asked.
and swim under there, but I dQn't want to do that,
"About an hour before daylight, I reckon. That nor I ' don't suppose you do either, if you can
will be about ther time when they're sleepin' , help it."
"'their soundest."
• "Well, I'll do it if you say so, Wild."
"Don't you think they'll have someone on ther
"Well, never mind; we will look for another enwatch ?"
trance. Come on."
"Well, what if they have? If one of 'em is on
The young deadshot went back, and leaving the
ther watch he'll be mighty sleepy by that time, horses where they were, he soon found a way to
too an' we'll have a good chance ter sneak up an' ascend to the top of the cliff. In less than two
.do 'ther shootin'. I want yer all ter go with me minutes he was makinu; his way alon2: amon2: tha
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rocks and bushes, keeping in as straight a line
as he could from the spot where they had discovered the opening under the cliff at the water's
edge. As he started to go down the slope at the
other side a puff of smoke suddenly came in his
face. Instantly he came to a halt, and th,.e scout
having discovered the smoke at about the same
time, gave a muttered exclamation of surprise.
"What do you think of this, Charlie?" Wild
asked, in his cool and easy way.
"They've started a fire somewhere down there,
Wild," was the reply.
"Exactly. Now then,1 reckon it won't be long
before we'll know something more about this
business. Let's see where that smoke comes
from."
·
They walked swiftly ahead and soon discovered
a column of smoke, which was rising from an
opening that was almost round, and probably
four feet in diameter. But it was out of th~
question.to think of descending t~rough the op~ning, for the smoke would have stifled them. Wild
did not remain there long, but turned and went
on down the slope. It was not so dark but he
could see objects fairly well, and when he saw a
narrow ravine right before him he went on down,
and the scout followed him. Having been on
such expeditions many times before, Young y.7ild
West knew just about how to go about thmgs.
The moment he got into the narrow cut, as it
might be called, he-began looking about for openings in the rocky wall at the sides. Luck was
with him, for in less than five minutes he found
a fissure that was amply wide enough to admit
a horse and rider. As he walked into it the unmistakable sounds of voices came to his ears. He
paused until Charlie reached his side, and then
when the scout heard the voices he gave vent to
a whispered exclamation of delight.
"I reckon we've run 'em in a hurry, Wild," he
said, in a low tone of voice.
"We certainly have, Charlie," was the reply.
"Now, then, come on."
Unhesitatingly the two stepped along through
the darkness, and as they rounded a bend in the
passage they came in full view of the cave and
it~ occupants. The villains had just finished
their · coffee then, and Dead eye Jake was telling them about the shooting match our hero
and his partners had taken part in once upon a
time. Wild and Charlie squatted upon the rocky
ground and'listened with no little interest. They
remained there until the card game started, and
then satisfied with the result of their scouting
trip, they went back and soon were out of the
underground place.
"This is one of the easiest thing I ever come
1 across," Charlie declared, as they went on up the
slope, so they might get down at the other side
and find their horses. I call ther River Gang
a lot of fools, blamed if I don't. You would
think they would have somebody on ther watch."
"Well, Charlie, I suppose they think they are
secure there. I don't just know how it was that
I managed to find the opening in the darkness. I
think it was more luck than anything else."
•
"Well, it might have been luck in ther dark,
but I reckon if we had come around here in ther
daylight it wouldn't have been very long afore
we struck it."
"Perhaps not, but we will let it go at that.

Now then, we'll get back to camp and make
preparations for the early mornin1,1; visit of the
scoundrels. Since they might be able to creep
up close enough to do us damage, I think it advisable to make our camp. I mean to cross tho
river to-night, an.d pitch our ca{l'lp somewhere
close by the cave we just left."
"Well, I reckon you know what's best. We'll
do that, then."
They found their horses, and then mounting
them, they rode along to the ford, and quickly
got to the other side of the stream. This much
done, it did not take them but a short time to
get back to the camp.
"How did you make out, Wild," Arietta asked,
eagerly, as she saw the look of satisfaction that
was on the .handsome face of her dashing young
lover.
·
"Fine, Et," was the reply. "As Charlie says,
this is about the easiest piece of business we have
done in some time. We found the lair of the
River Gang, and we heard a very nice little plot,
too. There are eight of · them, and they all intend to pay us a visit about two hours before daylight and make short work of us. They don't
care whether they shoot yoµ girls down or not,
so long as they get ·me and my two partners."
"The human fiends!" exclaimed Eloise, in
alarm. "Wild, do you think it will be safe for
us to stay here and let them try such a thing?"
"Well, we might easily get the best of them if
we did stay here, Eloise, but I have decided that
we are going to break camp presently and go on
down the river. Then we will cross over and
camp somewhere on the other side. lt won't be
very far from the cave of the scoundrels, either.
They can -come over here when they feel like it,
and no doubt they will be a little surprised when
they find that we are not here."
Hop and Wing now came forward, showing
that they were ready to begin taking down the
tents and loading the pack-horses. Wild decided
that they might as well do it then as any other
time, so he told them to go ahead. The result
was that in less than half an hour they were
ready to move. Wild had been thinking deeply
for the past few minutes, and now turning to
Charlie, he said:
"Well, you said you were willing to take off
your clothing and do a little swimmin$!.' when we
were on the other side of the river. How about
it now?"
.
"Do you want me ter go in swimmin', Wild?"
the scout asked, looking at him in surprise.
"Well, I was thinking that if you were to swim
over to the other side and get that big scow, we
might all cross the river without getting wet."
The scout gave a nod and at once started off
through the darkness. He fairly ran until he
reached a point that was opposite the dark-looking cliff, and then laying his weapons upon the
,g round, he was not long in divesting himself of
his clothing. He waded into the water until it
got deep enough for him to swim, and then he _
struck out boldly for the other side. He had not ·,
taken anything; but a knife with him, and this was
held between his teeth. Charlie knew pretbr well
that he was safe in going over, but at the same
time, he thought he might need the knife, if it
was for nothing more than to cut a rope. If he
met one of the River Gang he would find good
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use for it. But from what he and Wild had seen the horses down the bank. After they had done
of them, there was little danger of finding any of so the boat was pushed off and allowed to drift
them close to where the boat must be moored. At down the stream.
"I hardly think it necessary to take the trouble
first he could not find the opening under the ledge,
. of loading the pack-horses again to-ni,ght," our
for it was so dark -he could not see a thing . .
But by swimming about without making any hero said, nodding to the Chinamen. "You just
noise, he at length discovered it, and then he wait here a few minutes, and I will see if I can't
went boldly under, , and soon bumped against the find a snug place to pitch our camp in. . There
scow· itself. Charlie found 'he could touch the ought to be plenty of such places about here,
bottom here, so he waded on until he came out for there are hills and hollows, and no end of litof the water. He had no means of striking a tle groves."
Charlie and Jim went with him, and the young
, light, and as it was a s dark as a po.c ket, he held
fast to the craft until he came to the rope. At deadshot· soon discovered just the place they
first he was going to cut it, but on second thought wanted about two hundred feet from the, bank of
he decided to untie it from the ring at the bow, the river. · It was a hollow that was almost
and thus make it appear that the craft had square, with steep rocks on all sides but one. A
drifted out of its own acco1·d, because the knot stream of water that came from somewhere above
had loosened. Leaving• the rnpe trailing in t)1e them trickled down and emptied into the river.
"Here we are, boys," said the young deadshot,
water, he pushed the combersome craft slowly
along until it wa s going fast enough to carry it as he struck a match and lighted up the ·scene
out into the stream. Then he leaped into it and slightly. "Now then, we will go back and fetch
waited until he came out into the starlight. the rest here. There is a place for the horses
_There were two poles and one big oar in the right over there. There is grass there, too,
craft, and picking up the latter, he guided the which is rather fortunate, since we don't find
a great deal of it in this part of the country."
scow straight across to the opposite side.
"How long do yer think we're goin' ter stay
The moment it grounded upon the beach he
placed the oar in the boat and ran to the other here, Wild?" Charlie asked, with a chuckle.
"Not a great while, Charlie," was the reply.
end. Out he got, and by a desperate pull, he
very long to corral
managed to get it so it would not be apt to drift "I hardly think it will take
away. This done, he ran to the bank where he the River Gang. We can do it to-night, if he cares
get
had left his clothing, and finding everything to. But I feel as though I'd like to let them side
there, he was not long in donning them. When a surprise when they go over to ."the other
this had been accomplished, he gave an imitation with the intention of killing us all
Half an hour later the tents had been erected in
of the hoot of an owl twice in succession. It
was answered almost immediately, which told him the hollow, and the camp looked as .though it had
was in
that Wild had heard the signal. Five minutes been there for a long time, for everything
a
later he heard the party coming and when they shape. There was really no need of keepi]1g·
appeared through the darkness he gave vent to watch, but'' this was something that Young Wild
West always did, no matter where they were, for
a chuckle that was plainly audible to them.
there was never any knowing just when an enemy
"I've got her, Wild,''. he called out, softly. "It might creep UDOll them. There was nothing to
wasn't no trouble ter do it, either, though it was do now but to wait until the· River Gang had been
mighty dark over there, I kin tell ye1·."
treated to the surprise that was in store for them.
"No doubt of it, Charlie. Now then, I reckon
we'll proceed to cross over. Ho.w many can you
take at one time?"
"Ther whole lot. Ther horses kin swim, can't
CHAPTER V.-How . the River Gang Wa~
th€y?"
Surprised/'
"Well, if we can get the pack-horses in, it will
be all the better."
"Well, I don't know how we're going to do it,
It was arranged so that Wild could take the
'cause we ain't got no gangplank, and they last watch; but this was the usual way they dfil
couldn't never step down here without breakin' it, anyhow, though the young deadshot was more
their legs. I reckon we had better unload 'em, an' than pleased on this particular occasion, for he
let 'em swim along with ther rest of ther an- knew he would be awake when the River Gang
,
imals."
set out to cross the river for the purpose of makWild looked over the situation and came to the ing an attack on the camp they supposed to be
conclusion that Charlie was about right, so it was located at the other side. Nothing occurred to
decided to do as he suggested. Hop .and Wing disturb the silence of the night, and Jim' Dart
put in his time at watching, and then arnused,
went right at work, and quickly relieved the
pack-horses of their loads. '.['hen everything was · Cheyenne Charlie, who, in turn, called Wild when
put aboard the boat, and with the lariats, they the proper time arrived.
"I reckon I won't go to sleep ag'in · to-night,
made ready to lead the horses after them. Charlie
and Jim managed to push the scow away from Wild," the scout said, with a grin, as our hero
the bank, and the horses, after a little hesitation, came out of the tent.
"How is that, Charlie?" the boy asked, though
were induced to take to the water. Instead of
...,. heading across straight to the dark cliff, Wild he was not at all surprised.
"Well, I want ter be around when them galoots
guided the ungainly craft a little further down '
the river, where he knew there was a place to come out of ther cave."
"Well, you may as well go ahead and get anmake a landing. It look about fifteen minutes
to get where they wanted to, but once there, they other nap, then. I will call you when the uroper
were not long in leaving the scow and leading time comes."
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"Yer will, Wild?"
"I certainly will, Charlie."
''.All right, then."
·
Satisfied that Wild would sui·elv keep his word, Charlie crept into the tent and soon fell asleep.
The lantern was burning low in the hollow near
the tents, and when he thought it must be getting
nearly time for the River Gang to come out Wild
looked at his watch by aid of the light. He had
been on duty just an hour and three-quarters,
and if Deadeye Jake stuck to his plans, the villains would show up in less than half an hour.
The boy waited fifteen minutes lon,gl!r, and then
he went to the tent and aroused the scout, who
awoke instantly and came out hurriedly, though
without making any unnecessary noise that
might arouse Jir_n and the Chinamen. But all but
Wing awoke, just the same. Jim promptly came
out of the tent, and it was not long before Hop
joined them.
"Jim.," said Wild, with a nod of his head,
"Charlie and I are going to follow the scoundre,s
and see how surprised they will be when they find
there is no camp at the other side of the river."
"A good idea," was the reply. "Well, I will
remain awake, but I suppose you may as well,
since the little sleep you would lose by it wouldn't
amount to much."
"Misler Wild," spoke up Hop, eagerly, "me
wantee go with you and Misler Charlie."
"Well, I suppose you may go, if you want to,"
was the retort.
"Hip hi! Hoolay ! Me velly glad, Misler Wild;
me do whattee you say."
Wild and Charlie at once began making preparations to follow the gang. They were not long
in saddling and bridling their horses, and when
they were ready to leave, Hop was, too, for he
had worked swiftly to catch up with them."Now then, Charlie," said our hero, as he
swung himself into the saddle, "we'll ride around
to within a short distance of the entrance to the
cave. We will go right out upon the trail, I
suppose, and then we can hide somewhere along
the side, for there must be plenty of places that
will answer the purpose.''
"Right yer are, ,iVild. · I'm ready," came the
reply.
"Me Jeddy, too, so be," Hop called out, cheerfully, as he swung himself upon the back of the
piebald cayuse he always rode.
The three promptly rode away, keeping their
horses ·at a walk, and it was scarcely a minute
before they reached the trail. Even in the darkness they could tell it was much traveled, and
then they did not wonder that the River Gang
chose -to make headquarters so near it. No doubt
they picked up considerably booty. But they had
heard enough from what Deadeye Jake said that
night to satisfy them that this was the case.
They kept on at a walk until they were so close
to the mouth of the little ravine that they decided
to go in there, and, dismounting, they · led the
three horses behind some rocks, and then prepared to wait for the appearance of the villains. It was not very long that they had to wait, either,
for presently they heard thesounds made by
horses' hoofs as they rattled over stones, and a
few seconds later out came a horse and rider
looming up through the darkness quite plainly.
He was followed by another and still another,

and so on until there were eight of them coming
straight toward the trail. Cheyenne ·charlie involuntarily pushed his rifle over a rock; but he
had no intention of shooting, however. But Wild
touched him on the arm to keep him from doing
so, in case his feelings got the better of him, and
whispering to him, said:
"Easy, Charlie! Don't spoil the fun.''
"Oh, I wasn't goin't ter fire .a shot, Wild. I
done that afore I knowed what I was doin'. It's
all right.''
The young deadshot gave -a nod, while Hop
looked on · from behind a rock in an interested
manner. The horsemen now rode away at a
sharp trot, and when they had got a couple of
hundred feet · ahead of them the three mounted
and came out from behin<I. the rocks. They had
followed along leisurely, taking care to keep
close enough to hear the hoof-prints of the animals ahead of them. That the River Gang knew a
good place to ford the stream, our friends were
satisfied on, and when they had gone fully a mile
they thought it must be pretty close at hand, for
it was below the place where they had crossed
after pushing the boat down the river. They
kept on until they heard a splashing in the river,
and then as they rode around a bend thought they
saw that the trail was within a few yards of it.
In the starlight they easily discerned the horsemen riding across, two abreast. The horses did
not go into the water up to their bellies, and thii,
told them that it must be a very shallow spot inc1eed.
It was the same way all the way to the other
side, and waitin,g until they had all left the water,
Wild urged the sorrel sta!J.ion forward and was
soon in the act of crossing the stream. Charlie
came right behind him, and Hop was not far
away, as can well be imagined. Over they went,
and as they listened they could hear the sounds
made by galloping hoofs as the villains rode toward the
spot where our friends had been
camped.
"Ain't there no way to git around without 'em
knowin' we're here?" Charlie asked.
"Well, I suppose there is. We could turn off
to the left, and by riding fast we might get tliere
nearly as soon as they do.''
"Well, let's do it, then.''
"All right, we will. Come on, Hop.''
"Me comee velly muchee quickee, Misler Wild,''
came the reply from the clever Chinee.
It happened that there was a broad, level stretch
of ground running all the way to the spot where
they had eaten thefr supper before the warning
note came floating down upon the log. They
turned sharply to the left, and then rode away
with the speed of the wind. Not until they had
gone nearly half a mile did they again turn, and
then they rode almost directly toward the spot
they were heading for. But when they got a
little closer their steeds were forced to come down
to a walk, and in this way they continued on until
they passed up the high bank which had been behind the two tents. Into a thick clump of bushes
the three came to a halt. Tlvm Wild crept w "'
the edge of the bank and listened. Not a sound
could be heard that would indicate that there was
anyone about. As Charlie joined him, the young
deadshot whispered:
"I r.eckon they were very cautious. They cer-
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tainly haven't discovered that we are not here
yet, Charlie."
"It seems that way, Wild." was the retort.
"Well, most likely they're Rinder scared about
tacklin' ther job they come here ter db."
"Well, all right; we will be ready for them
when they do come. We'll wait until they discover that there is no one here, and then Hop
can startle them somewhat."
The clever Chinee now crept up, and nodding
to the young deadshot, ·he said:
"Whattee me do, Misler Wild?"
"You have got a big cracker with you, I suppose, haven't you?"
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Me gottee thlee, four
fireclacker."
"Oh, all right, then. Get one of them ready. I
will tell you when to set it off."
"Me be ledd,y, Misler Wild," and so saying Hop
producea a cigar, and, str iking a match, light ed
1t and began puffing away.
"If ther galoots happen ter smell that cigar,
they'll think we're here for sartin," the scout
said, with a chuckle. "I know what ther heatheri
lit it for; he wants ter Eght ther fuse of ther
cracker at a second's notice, an' it's a lot easier
ter do it with a cigar than ter light a match.
You're all right, Hop."
"Me knowee lat, Misler Charlie," was the bland
reply. "Me velly smartee Chinee."
Then the three lapsed into silence and waited
patiently for fully five minutes. . At the expiration of this time they suddenly heard sounds below
them that indicated the approach of someone.
Presently three men appeared walking cautiously
and looking around them- in a puzzled way.
"Well," said a low voice, as the three came to
a halt directly at the foot of the bank, "I told
yer there wasn't no one here. They've lit out,
Jake."
"Are you sure this is ther place where they
was?"
"Sartin of it. Didn't I mark it . well when we
went down ther river in ther scow? I could see
ther two tents shin' between ther leaves. They
was here, all right. Jest light a match an' see
if I ain't right."
There was a short delay, and then a match
flickered below our friends. One of them dropped
upon his knees and made an examination of the
·
ground.
"Great ginger!" they heard him exclaim.
"They was here, sure enough. Here's foot-prints,
an' right over there is one of ther holes where a
tent pole was drove."
Then he went on a little further and called out
that he had found. another hole.
"Well," said one of them, whom our hero easily
recognized as the leader, as he drew himself to
his full height, and acted with a certain degree
of pride, "I reckon they was afraid of us, boys.
They took ther warnin' I gave 'em, an' they've lit
out. They don't mean ter bother us now, an'
that's sartin. Young Wilcf West was only bluffin'
when he told us that."
By this time the rest of the gang had approached, and they were all grouped together at
the spot where the camp had been located early
in the evening. They began talking louder now,
for it seemed that they were of the opinion that
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those they sought had left early in the night, and
must be now a good distance away.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Deadeye Jake, jubilantly. "Now yer see what it amounts ter when a
feller sends a note of warnin'. Young Wild West
may be a nervy boy, all :w.ght, but he don't want
ter take ther risk of stayin' around here. He
knowed putty well tli.at I was a dangerous man,
and that he would git cleaned up if he did stay."
Wild smiled softly to himself, and then touching Hop on the arm, he whispered:
"Let your cracker go, Hop.· Throw it right
down in the midst of them."
The Chinaman gave a nod, and the-next instant
he had touched the fuse to the lighted end of the
cigar. There was a sharp hiss, and then down
went the cracker squarely in the midst of the
gang below, It must have hit one of them, for
a cry of alarm was heard. But then there came
a loud bang. Shrieks of fear and amazement
went up, and the air was filled with smoke. Our
friends could not see the result, but they could
hear the hurrying footsteps as the villains fled
from the spot.
"I reckon that will be about all for the present,
Charlie," Wild said, in his cool and easy way.
"Now then, we will follow them back. I am very
glad that we came here, for a little fun is all
right, even if it is in the early morning that it
·
happens."
"It sartinly done me a whole lot of good, Wild,"
the scout answertd, with a chuckle. "That heathen Chinee kin make fun no matter what time it is.
It don't make no difference ter him whether it's
in ther daylight or in ther dark. He's always on
hand."
"Me makee plenty more fun with um Liver
Gang before me gittee thlough, Misler Charlie,"
cleclared Hop, confidently. "M~ wantee go in
um cave, so be."
"Well, probably you will have the chance, Hop,"
Wild declared. "But come on; ,get your horse.
We are going to ride back now. I can hear them
galloping away."
They could all hear them now, and quickly
mountmg, they rode down to the level below, am]
then proceeded leisurely along the bank of the
river. They came in sight of the gang just as
they were crossing, and the hurried way in which
they went told plainly that they had not recovered
from their fright yet. Waiting until they heard
the clatter of hoofs on the trail at the other .side,
Wild put his horse to the water, and then proceeded to cross the stream, Charlie and Hop following. They had not been away much .more than
half an hour, but when they got back they found
not only Jim waiting for them, but the girls as
well.
"We heard them come back, Wild!" Arietta ex•
claimed, when she saw the young deadshot J"iding into the hollow. "They went past here as
though they were in very much of a hurry."
"Well, I reckon they ,got frightened all right,
Et," was the reply. "It was certainly fun to see
the way they acted, though we really couldn't
see much but smoke. But we could hear them,
and the 1·est was easy to imagine."
Wild knew that the River Gang would hardly
suspect that they had been followed across the
stream, so he decided that they might as well go
to sleep again, though he meant to remain awake

,
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and finish out his watch. It would be some little
time before daylight came, so there was no need
of them all staying awake. He told them his opinion about it, and ·the result was that they all went
to the tents, with the exception of Hop, who declared that he did not want to sleep any more
that night. When. all was -still again, the clever
Chinee walked over to where the young deadshot
wai:i sitting upon a rock, and squatted before him,
he said:
"Misler Wild, me likee go to um cave pletty
soonee."
"Well, Hop, if you will wait till it begins to get
daylight, I will go with you."
"All light, Misler Wild. Me waitee."
It was rather a long wait for the Chinaman, but
he was used to that ·sort of thing. Once or twice
he nodded as though he was going to fall asleep,
but each time he awoke with a start, and when
he found Wild was still there, he gave a nod of
satisfaction. Finally the first gray streaks in
the east denoted that day was at hand. Then Hop
watched in silence, and gradually the darkness
faded away, and the stars began disappearing.
It was not until the first tinge of yellow showed
at the top of a distance range that he again
spoke. Then he arose to his feet, and facing the
young deadshot, he said:
"It allee samee daylight now, Misler Wild. Me
go to um cave and havee lil}ee fun, so be."
"See here, Hop," the boy answered, as he arose
to his feet, "there is not going to be any fun
about this until we ,get ready to corral the gang.
There are eight of them there, and it may be that
they will put up a hard fight when we surprise
them. That means that Charlie. and Jim will go
with us. We want to get them before they kno,v
of our presence, and then it won't take long to
capture the whole lot of them. I may let you
have some fun with them when I find that everything is all right, and there is no chance for them
to escape, but not before that."
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me thlinkee lat me
g·o with you alone, so be. But Misler Charlie. and
Misler Jim comee, too. Lat allee light."
The young deadshot made no reply to this, but
walking over to the larger of the two tents, he
pushed aside the flap and called out, softly:
"Come, Charlie; come, Jim. ' Just wake Wing
up, and while he is getting the breakfast ready,
we will go over and capture the gang. We may
as well do it now as any other time. The excitement from it will incr ease our appetites a little,
probably."
"Good enough Wild!" the scout exclaimed, as
he hurriedly left his blanket and emerged from
the tent.
Jim paused long enough to arouse Wing, and
then he came out too. It did not take the two long
to don the garments they had discarded when
they turned in for the second time, and then both
declared that they were ready. Arietta was
awakened by the noise of their voices, and before
they were ready to start, she came from her
tent.
"We are going to leave you here alone for a
few minutes, Et," Wild said. "We have decided
to make a huny-up job of it, and we are going
to capture the scoundrels before we have breakfast. I re<'kon there won't be much trouble about

it, since we will surely take them by surprise, and
they won't have any chance to escape."
"All right, Wild; but be careful how you act.
You know. that even rats, when cornered, wil put .
up a fight."
"I know that well enough, little girl. But you ,.-.""',
can bet that we are not going to run into any '
needless danger. Just take it easy until we come
back. · I reckon we will be here by the time Wing
has· baked some corn muffins and has the coffee
and venison ready."
Then the boy turned to his waiting partners,
and off they started for the cave, Hop close at
their heels.
CHAPTER VI.-Half the Gang· Escape.
"We must be a little careful, Charlie," Wild
said as they made their way softly to the mouth
of the cave.
It was well hidden from view, and if they had
not known that it was there the chances are they
might have passed it without making a discove1·y. In the darkness Wild had found it more
by luck than anything else.
"Where is ther blamed place, anyhow, Wild?"
the scout whispered, when· they were only a few
feet from the cleft in the 1·ocks.
.
"Right before you," was the reply.
"Well, that don't look as though it's any more
than a crack. I kin see rock right back of ther
hole."
"That's right, Charlie, but you must remember
that we turned a little to the left."
"That's so .. Well, go ahead. I'm right aftar
yer."
Jim gave a nod to let them know that he was
right on hand, too, and Hop simply gTinned in a
childish way. Our hero entered the opening, and
keeping close to the rocky side, he went along
slowly, un til he reached the sharp turn. Pausing long enough to make s ure that there we1·e
none of the villains close at hand, he again went
forward, the rest followin,g, Hop being the last
to make the turn. It was not exactly dar k in the
cave, though objects did not show up very distinctly. But having been there before, it was
easy for Young Wild West to head directly for
that part of the underground place that was occupied as living quarters by the River Gang.
On went the four, not making a sound that could
be heard as fa1· as ten feet, and presently they
found themselves looking into the place the villains undoubtedly called their homes. There was
no lante1·n bu1·ning, but a stream of light came
down thr oµgh the opening that was used in lieu
of a chimney.
As their eyes got accustomed to the dim light
in the cave they were not long in making out a
row of sleeping forms at one side. Leaves and
,grass had no doubt been spread there, and then
covered with blankets, and this formed one big
bed for the eight rascals. Motioning for his com- "-.
panions to remain where they were, Wild crept
into the cave and got a little closer to the sleeping forms. Then he counted them and saw there
were just eight of them. Back he came, a satisfied smile showing on his face.
"\Vell, boys," he whispered, "it seems a shame
to go ahead and take the gang prisoners without
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giving them a chance to know what is taking
place. Suppose we let Hop arouse them?"
"Lat allee light," Hop spoke up, quickly, and a broad grin was displayed upon his yellow countenance.
"Just ther thing!" exclaimed the scout, who
was always ready to see anything in'the way of
un..

Hop knew just what to do, for he had been doing some thinking as they e,n tered the underground place. He drew from under his l~osefittin.g blouse an oblong package that was pourted
at one.. end. Hop crept softly to the center of the
cave, and then placing the object on the ground,
so it pointed straight along a line that led close
to the feet of the sleepers, he turned to Wild and
his partners and nodded. Our hero answered the
nod, which told him to go ahead, and then drawing their revolvers, the three waited to see the
result. The Chinaman was not smoking, but he
quickly struck a match, and applied the flame to
the fuse .of the rocket, for such it might be called,
though it was not to be sent high into the air
this time. There was a sharp hiss, and then a
burst of flame, which was followed by an unearthly sizzling sound, and the rocket darted.
along the flooi· with the swiftness of a catapult,
emitting forth a shower of various-colored sparks.
As it brought up against the rocky wall at the
further end of the cave, there was a loud explosion, and then it seemed as though a volcano
had suddenl_y erupted rtght into the cave, · The
terrified villains screamed and ran about wildly,
for no doubt they felt as though the world had
suddenly come to an end. But there was one
thing about the proceeding that our hero had not
figured on. The explosion of Hop's wonderful
piece of fireworks caused a dense smoke, and
when the sparks had died out; they could see
absolutely nothing. But they could hear the hurried footsteps and excited voices of the surpriseJ
gang, so they kept their place at the end. of the
· passage, so they c,o uld not get out that way. In
· less than ten seconds two men ran right into
their arms. Wild caught one by the throat, an.-:l
Charlie seized the. other, and t~en the~ young
dead shot said:
"Shut up! Surrender, or~ you will die right
•
/(
where you are!"
Then two more came that way, and one of tlfem
:fired a shot. The bullet grazed the side of Jim
Dart's head, and he quickly answered and laid
one of the villains low. The other he managed
to get and throw to the ground.
"Hip hi! Hoolayl" yelled Hop, and then he
set off a big firecracker that exploded with a
noise that almost . deafened all hands.
More smoke was in the cave now, so Wild
<;uickly called out:
"Don't do that a,gain, Hop. We can't see y.hat
we are doing."
Crack, crack!
Two shots rang ou, but the bullets went wide,
and no one was hit. A few seconds later the
clatter of hoofs sounded, and then it seem to
Young Wild w·est and his part:µers _that the
· lains had found a way to reach their horses,
and that they were making their escape.
"Come on, boys .! '' our hero cried. "I recko:a
they've got .t he best of -u s. But we mustn't let
them get aw.a y."
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They all rushed back into the passage, but
were too late, for four mounted men were ahead
of them, and before they could catch them they
had rounded a turn, and were gofng outside in
single file. Wild ran after them, and just as he
emerged from the cave he saw them disappear
behind some trees a few yards away. There was
only one thing to do now, and that was to get
Spitfire and mount him as soon as possible, so he
might give pursuit. Away the boy darted for
the camp, leaving his partne;rs and the Chinaman
to take care of the prisoners they had captured.
Meanwhile Charlie and Jim had forced the three
villains they had caught out of the main cave,
and were in the part where the horses weni
stabled. Thi; smoke was pourin,g out, and it
filled the passage so they could not see which way
to go.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
"This is what I call a fizzle. Some of ther galoots
·
has got away."
"That's right, C}:!arlie," Jim answered, with a
shake of the head. "But Wild is after them.
Only four could possibly have got away, for I shot
one of them, and here are the other three.'!
"Well, if half of 'em has got away, that makes
·
it bad enough.''
"Well, never mind, Charlie," said Dart, encouragingly. "We have got half of them, and
that's_ a whole lot. We had better take them to
the camp, and then we will mount and follow
Wild. You know as well as I do that there is not
a horse _in the country that can get away from
Spitfire, so that means that Wild will soon overhaul them.''
The prisoners had been disarmed, an'd thinking that they had them safe and sound, Charlie
and Jim did not pay quite as much attention to
them as they s.p.ould have done. Suddenly one Qf
them made a move and succeeded in getting away
from Jim. He darted back into the cave and was
quickly lost to view. Leaving the other two with
Charlie and Hop, Dart followed, for he felt hE)
was responsible for what had happened.
"Go on out and let the girls and Hop take care
of the two you have, Charlie. Then you can
start after Wild," he called out.
"I reckon that will be about ther best thin,g ter
do," was the reply, so the scout hastened on, and
soon found a way outside.
Hop went with him, and it was not long before
they came to the camp. The girls were much excited, for Wild had tol_d them that four of the
gang had made their escape.
"Just take care of these two galoots, gals,"
the scout said, hurriedly. "Keep 'em covered
while Hop ties 'em so they cl\n't git away. I'm
goin' after Wild."
Arietta quickly covered th,e two villains, who
were Slammer and Mose C'lonk. Then as the
scout hurriedly. saddled his horse and started off,
Hop bound them securely. '?'he cowardly ruffians
were trembling visibly, and 1fhen they found theyhad no chance to get away they began pleading
_for mercy. They declared that they had never
done anything wrong in their lives, but had been
led into joining the gang by Deadeye Jake and the
others.
"We . didn't want ter bother you folks at all,"
Slammer said, in a voice that trembled slightly.
"But Jake made us do it."
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"Well, you run back and keep an eye on the
"Well, that won't help you one bit," Ariet~a
declared, shaking her head. "You are all vil- entrance. I will make a thorough search. I
lains, and you will have to take the consequences won't feel satisfied until I catch the fellow."
now. You have been- robbin,g travelers quite long
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and Hop hastened
enough, and it is high time it came to a stop. You to do as he was told.
wanted to kill us last night, but you .failed.
He took his position right in the passage that
Your leader may be quite clever, but he made a led outsid , and then waited to see how Jim
mistake of it that time."
would make out. Ten minutes pas~ed, and then "If you'll only let us go we'll promise to ride suddenly he heard a soft footfall near him. Turnaway from here an' never come back ag'in," Mose ing he beheld the man they were searching for.
declared earnestly.
It was the other Cronk brother, who was nick, "I couldn't think of letting you go," Arietta named Ugly. The moment the villain saw t hat
answered, shaking her head. "Young Wild West the Chinaman knew of his presence he came fo r is the boss here, and wha't he says always goes. ward holding up his hands, for he was unarmed.
"Heathen," said he, in a husky voice, "let me
But I am quite sure he won't let you go., He
will place you in charge of a deputy sheriff as go on out. I'll give yer ten dollars if yer do."
soon a s possible. I am sure of that. I suppose · "Allee light. Me lettee you go outtee. Give
there's a settlement or mining camp close by n:e um ten dollee."
here."
With a hand that trembled considerably, Ugly
"Not very close," Slammer answered. "There's felt in his pocket and produced a buckskin bag.
a ranch about" five miles from here, an' a little
:From it he drew a handful of gold coins, · and
further on there's a settlement. But don't take selecting a ten-dollar ,gold-piece, handed it to the
us there, please."
Chinaman.
"We aren't going to take you anywhere until
"Velly muchee 'blige," said Hop. "Now le:ri,
Young Wild West comes back."
,
you go outee when Misler Jim come."
showed
which
Meanwhile Jim had not returned,
Then he suddenly pointed a pistol at the man's
that he must have failed to get the other man. face and gave vent to a laugh. Coward a s he
Thinking that the prisoners were safe, Hop was, Ugly became so enraged at being tricked in
turned to Young Wild West's sweetheart and that way that he struck the weapon from the
said:
Chinaman's hand, and then made a bound to g et
"Missee Alietta, me go see how Misler Jim away. But Hop was not going to be fooled in that
makee outtee, so be."
manner. He reached out and caught the fell ow
"Go on, Hop," was the reply. "Probably the by the leg before he could get clear of him, and
villain is hiding somewhere in the cave, and Jim down went Ugly with a thud to the ground.
is unable to find him. If you help him make a
"Misler Jim, Misler Jim!" cried Hop, as he
search, 'you may catch him."
himself upon the prostrate man. "Hully
"Me ketchee velly muchee quickee, so be," and threw
Me gottee um bad Melican man."
so saying Hop turned and made his way back to uppee.
Hurried footsteps sounded, and while Ugly was
·
the cave.
stru,ggling fiercely to get up, Jim appeared.
When he reacl!ed the entrance he paused and
"Ah!" he exclaimed, "so you have got him,
listened, but could hear nothing. However, he have you, Hop?"
boldly
so
yet,
there
in
be
must
Jim
that
knew
"Me ketchee velly nicee, Misler Jim," was the
' entered. When he reached the part of the cave reply.
man
where the trouble had taken place he saw the
Dart quickly lent his assistance, and Ugly was
who . had been shot lying upon the ground. He dragged to his f~et.
was dead, and picking up his weapon, the China"You'r e a fine specimen of a man, I must say!"
man advanced to the center of the cave and then Jim
exclaimed, angrily. "What did you . give us
called out:
so much trouble for? }'."ou 'might just as well
.
"Misle.r Jim, Misler Jim!"
out peacefully with the other two."
"ThLs way, Hop," came a call from somewhere have goneyer
can't blame me for wantin' ter git
"Well,
.
to the left.
away, y,oung feller," was the retort. "What are
"Allee bght, Misler Jim," and then Hop started yer
goin' ter do with me, anyhow?"
in the direction the voice had .come from.
you to the sheriff and see to it that you
He soon found Jim standing with a lante1·n are"Take
hanged," was the reply.
close to the opening the boat had come through
"Don't do that, please don't," and Ugly began
the night before.
"You no fin dee um bad Meli can man, Misler trembling.
"Misler Jim," spoke up Hop, with a grin, "um
Jim?" the Chinaman asked.
Melican man allee samee givee me ten dollee
"No, I can't see a thing of him, Hop," was the bad
him go outtee. Now len, we ·,go."
let
to
way."
this
running
him
reply. "But I heard
tried to bribe you, did he?"
"He
to
advanced
Hop took the lantern from him and
· "Lat light, Misler Jim_- Me takee um t en dollee,
the edge of the water. When he had looked carefully along the slanting rock he .shook his head. too, so be. Me velly smartee Chinee.''
"You're a regular fraud, that's what yer a r e!"
"Um bad Melican man no g o in um water, Mis_
ler Wild," he declared. "He makee splash, and cried Ugly, spunking up a little.
"Lat allee light. Me showee you pletty soonee.
we see um wet spots. so be."
"By Jove; you're right, Hop! I never thought You callee me um flaud, me makee you velly
of that. You have got quite a head on you, after - muchee sickee."
.
all."
• Jim saw to it that he kept a good grip upon the
"Me gottee goodee head, Misler Jim. Me velly man this time, and a minute later he was consmartee Chinee."•
ducted to the outside.
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"Now then, come on!' exclaimed Dart, as he
gripped the man's collar and gave hin. a shake.
"You sneaking coward, you I Why, you wouldn't
fight if you had the chance."
"I know it, young feller," Ugly answered, quickly. "There ain't no fight in me. I ain't a bad
man, anyhow. It was Deadeye Jake what made
me do as he wanted meter. I couldn't help it. I
wouldn't harm a hair in nobody's head."
'Well, I don't believe you will ever have the
chance after this. Come on."
Jim forced him along, and they soon came to
the camp.
·
"So you have got him, Jim?" said Arietta, with
a smile.
"Yes, Hope caught him all ri,g ht," was ·the
reply. "Did Charlie start after Wild?"
"Yes, he's been gone some little time .now. I
haven't the least fear that Wild will catch the
other four rascals."
"Oh, we'll overtake them all right, that's certain. I suppose he will have to do a little shooting before he gets them, though."
Ugly was quickly tied and placed near his two
brothers. Then · the three of them began whining_and pleading to be released. They declared
that they were brothers,- and that they had al\\·ays been good, honest men, but through whisky,
they had fallen, and had dropped to the level of
common thieves, though they never wanted to
take anything that did not belong to theni, but
.felt that they must do so because their leader
told them to. Of course this was all nonsense, as
our friends knew. But they could not help
listening to the cowards, as they went on talking.
"Do you think y'ou can take care of them,
girls?" Jim asked, for he was ea.ger to start
after Wild and the scout.
"Oh, I think so, Jim," Arietta answered, coolly. "Their hands are tied, and if they should
attempt to get away, I ,think we could soon stop
them. I can shoot straight enough to fetch them
down, I think."
"Me shootee velly muchee stlaight, too, so be,"
Hop declared, as he showed his old-fashioned
pistol.
•
He turned the muzzle toward the captured men,
and they at one set up a yell. This was quite
enough to make the girls laugh, and they did so,
though they despired the cowardly trio. Jim soon
saddled his horse, and then warning the girls
io keep a sharp watch on the prisoners, he
started off on the trail.

CHAPTER VIL-Arietta and Hop have a Lively
Time.
"My brother," said Hop, tun1ing to Wing, who
had a pile of fa gots ready to ligh t, so that the
breakfast migh t be prepared , "maybe we better
havee somethling to eatee now. Pletty soonee
Misler Wild comee ba ckee."
"My fool blother allee_sarne,-' hungly," \Vln,g retorted.
,
"Well, you may as well do as he suggests,
·wing," Arietta spoke up. ''Vole have been up
some little time now, and I suppose there is no
need of us waiting for_ our breakfast just be-
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cause Wild, Jim and Charlie and not here. They ~
can have theirs when they return."
,
"Allee light, Misler Alietta," and Wing promptly struck a match and started ,the fire going.
Hop grinned at him in triumph during the p1·0ceeding, and no doubt Wing was not pleased at'
it. But he said nothing, and went ahead p1;eparing the morning meal. Meanwhile the pr1s- 1
cners had quieted down bJI this time. They sat [
upon the ground, the pictute of misery. But if
they were cowards they were clever in other
things, and it happened that Slammer's wrists
being extra lar,ge, made it possible for him to
slip his bonds. He was engaged in doing this
as he leaned against a rock with castdown eyes,
as if he was expecting every minute to be hanged. 1
He worked on until finally he got his hands free.
But he knew enough not to take them from be• 1
hind his back. Looking at his brothers, he shook !
his head and said:
"Well, I s'pose this is ther last of us, boys.
It's too bad, ain't it'?"
Our friends looked over and smiled when they
heard this, for the villain spoke as though he
meant every word he said. .
"They'll hang us, sure, Slammer," Mose declared, in a trembling voice. "We ain't never
killed no one, but I s'pose they think we have, an' I
what show will we stand? Most likely Young
Wild West an' his pards will git Jake an' ther
rest, an' then we'll all go under."
· "You have got that just about right," Arietta I
spoke up. "You may as well resign yourselves ,
to the fate that is in store for you."
"Can't we pay for our freedom?" Slammer
asked, mournfully.
"I ·hardly think you have money enoUigh to dO'
that," the girl retorted.
"What money you haye rightfully belongs to
someone else," Anna spoke up.
"No, you have got that wrong," Ugly declared.
"Maybe ther money we've got did belong ter
somebody else, but it don't now, 'cause we've got
it. I give ther Chinaman ten dollars ter let mo
go, but he deceived me. I call that a mean
trick, I do."
"Well, yer can't expect nothin' else from a
heathen Chinee," Mose ventured, as he moved
his position slightly, and got his back close to
that of Slammer.
The girls thought nothing of this, though, of
course, they observed the movement. Then while
all three went on pleading, Slammer untied his
brother's hands. The weapons, that had been
taken from the prisoners lay within• a few feet
of them. Slammer seemed to be a little more
bold than his brothers.
"Gal," said he, nodding to Arietta, "you seem
to be ther boss here, so I'm goin' ter make a
proposition to yer."
"I don't want to hear anything in the way of
a proposition," the girl retorteq, quickly, her eyes
flashing. "I told you a little while ago that you
hadn't money enough to bribe us. A million doldars would cause us to release yqu. You have
got to stay right where you are until Young
Wild West comes back, and then it won'.t be
long before you will be compelled to take your
medicine along with the rest of your gang."
Then Slammer )apsed into silence, but he man-
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a,ed to exchange glances with his brothers. The

pile of weapons were a little too far for them
to get at unless they arose suddenly and made
a rush for ~hem. But they were too cowardly
to_ do that Just then, for they feared the girls
might open fire on them before they could do
anythi!lg. Slammer thought a moment, and then
he decided upon a plan of action that he thought
would surely work.
"We kin have a CU'J> of coffee when it's ready
can't we?" he said, meekly.
'
"I. suppose you can," Arietta retorted, hardly
looking at them.
The coffee was boiling by this time and it was
not long before it was ready. The~ before the
rest had any, Arietta picked up three tih cups
and filled them, not forgetting to put in a little
sugar, of which they had quite a supply, but
generally did have. She stepped over and waa
about to place the cup to Slammer's mouth when
he suddenly drew his hands from behind his back
and seized the revolvers that hung from her
belt at either side. He jerked them from the hol~ters before she was aware of what was · happenmg, and then as quick as a flash he gave her
a push that sent her staggering and leveled the
weapons at her.
"Now, then, gal!" he exclaimed, triumphantly,
"I reckon it's our turn."
Mose and Ugly were upon their feet in a
twinkling, and they made a rush for the weapons
that lay so near them. Bang! Hop fired a
shot with his pistol, but as there were no bullets
in the chambers, it simply had the effect of
frightening the men, and uttering yells of fear,
they turned and fled. Then Anna quickly seized a
rifle that was leaning against a rock close at
hand, and without any hesitation, took aim and
fired. Ugly, who was in the rear, threw up his
hands and fell to the ground with a bullet in
his shoulder. She tried it again-, but it hapoened
that the fleeing rascals darted behind a rock just
then, and ?O escaped uninjured. Arietta unhesitatingly bounded after them, for she secured her
rifle and was riow ready for business.
Hop followed her, the rest remaining at the
camp. Out upon the trail went the two Cronk
brothers, and then straight for the cave they
made, as though they thought their only chance
was to get there and hide. Arietta caught a
glimpse of them just as they darted through the
entra~ce. But she had no time to fire a shot.
The girl was angered at what had happened, for
she felt that she was responsible for it all.
Cowards as they were, the villains had succeeded
in deceiving her.
·'Evelythlin:g allee light, Missee Alietta " said
Hop, smiling blandly, as he joined her, wh~re she
had paused a short distance from the cave. "We
gitee um two bad Melican men allee light. Ley
no comee outee. Pletty soonee Misler Wild comee
backee. Len we ketchee."
Hop went bac;k to the camp and told Anna
and Eloise just how the situation was. Then he
got a couple of revolvers and started off. One
of the revolvers he gave to Arietta, while he kept
the other himself.
"Lis timee when me shootee me killee somebody," he declared, as he shook the weapon over
his head.

Then it suddently occurred to Arietta that the
man Anna had shot was only wounded.
"Hop, said she, suddenly, "you had better go
back and look for that fellow. He might not be
hurt very bad, and that being the case, he could
do some damage."
The Chinaman hurried away, and when he,
reached the spot where Ugly had fallen he found
blood stains, but the villain was nowhere in
sight. It was easy for him to follow to where he
went, however, for there were blood spots upon
the rocks. He did not have to go more than
fifty feet before he found the villain lying behind
a rock, completely exhausted. His wound had
been bleeding freely, and it was evident that he
.had not long to live. Hop was rather timid about
ap'proaching him, for he knew he was armed.
But when he saw the helpless condition of the
fellow, he ventured to his side. Without saying
anyth:ing, he took his weapons from him, and
then he called out:
"Missee Anna, you comee here velly muchee
quickee."
The scout's wife hurried to the spot, her face
very pale, for she felt a sort of. horror at having
been compelled to shoot the villain. One ,glance
told her that Ugly was very .near death, and
then she felt a sudden -pity for him.
"I am sorry I shot you," she said, as she leaned over him.
The man uttered some reply that was not intelligible, and then he fell back with a gasp. It
was all over, so the scout's wife hurried back
to the camp. Arietta was standing right where
Hop had left her when he returned and he
quickly reported that the wounded man 'had died.
"Well, it won't pay us to stay here, for the
two men inside may take a notion to make their
escape by means of the water," the girl declared ·
"];fop, I am going inside."
"Me go, too, Missee Alietta."
The girl slipped her rifle over her shoulder,
and then holding a revolver in he.r right hand
she stepped boldly into the fissui,e and turned t~
the left and entered the passage. Hop went right
along :"ith her, and treading softly, they went
on until they found .themselves looking into the
main cave of the underground. Slammer and
Mose were not there.
"You stay light here, Missee Alietta" Hop
whispered. "Me go and see if ley go 'to um
water."
The girl nodded and then took her position
behind a projecting point of rock. The Chinaman hurried on through the cave, and soon reached the water. The lighted lantern was still there
and after he made an examination he becam~
convinced that the villains had not even been
there. With a satisfied nod, he turned and went
back to the waiting girl.
.
"Ley allee samee bide somewhere, Missee
Alietta," he whispered. "Maybe me makee comee
outtee velly muchee quickee."
Then anoth~r of the big crackers was quickly
brought to hght. When the girl saw it she
gave a nod. Hop lighted the fuse of the cracker
and then measuring the distance, he hurled
across the rocky apartment. Bang! As the r-eport rang out a yell sounded, and then both
A;rie~a and the C_h~naman knew that the two
v1llams had been h1dmg close by. Hop ran back
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to the side of the girl, holding his revolver in
readiness. The smoke gradually cleared away,
and then as the two leaped into the cave 'they
were still unable to see anythin;g of the two men.
Though he had been baffled, Hop was not done
yet.
"You waitee here, Missee Alietta; me fixee velly
muchee quickee," he' declared.
She nodded, and out of the cave he went, and
then on to the camp. When he returned a few
minutes later he was carrying a rude dummy
with some of his clothing upon it. A pole was
attached to it, and when Arietta saw him walk
over behind a big rock that faced the opposite
side of the cave, she knew what he was up to.
Hop slowlv pulled the dummy up until half of
it was a,bove the rock. Then he called out,
loudly:
"Hip hi! Hoolay ! Me no 'flaid of two Meli can
men. He shootee velly muchee quickee."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when
two shots rang out, and Arietta knew the dummy
had been hit by the bullets. Meanwhile Hop had
uttered a yell and let the dummy drop the moment the shots rang out, thus making the villains believe that be had been shot. A short
silence followed, and then the head and shoulders of a ma:rt showed in a niche at the other
side of the cave. Crack! Arietta fired with remarkable quickness, and a howl of pain was the
result. Then the man who had been wounded
came out and fell to the ground upon his face.
"Mercy!" he shouted, at the top of his voice.
"Don't sh'oot ag'in."
"Shet up, you fool," came from th'e opening
behind him. "What did yer show yourself for?"
Crack! Arietta fired again, though she could
not see the speaker. But the bullet went straight
to the mark, for there was a gurgling gasp, and
then a thud, which told her that she had dropped
her man. Hop quickly ran forward and pointed
his revolver at the wounded villain.
"Don't shoot me!" came the cry. "I'll give in."
He was not badly hurt, so it was not long
before he was disarmed and bound. Then A1·ietta
and Hop left the cave, well satisfied with their
work.
CHAPTER VIII.-Wild's Fi,ght Against Odds,

1

Deadeye Jake had shown himself quite clever
when he made his escape from the cave with
three of his companions. He managed to call to
those nearest him and let them know his intention, so it happened that Clancy and two of the
others followed him to the horses, and when they
were mounted, all rode out and succeeded in
eluding Young Wild West and his /partners, as
has already been described.
"Where are we goin', Jake?" Clancy asked,
anxiously, as he looked at the leader.
"I ·reckon ther best place ter go is for Steven's
ranch," was the reply. "Stevens thinks we're
honest men, an' most likely if we got there and
told him that we had been mistook for ther
gang of robbers what's been hangin' around here,
he would help us out. That's ther best thing we
kin do, so come on, an' don't let ther grass grow
under your horses' hoofs either. Young Wild
West will be after us in II iHl'v •·
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They had not covered more than four miles
when they came to a cattle range, and in the
distance, nestling among a grove of trees, was
a ranch house. A small herd of cattle were
1·unning together, as if fri,ghtened, half a mile
off to the right, and when the four villains looked over and saw them, it occurred to them rjght
away that the trouble was caused by a bull
that had gone on the rampage. Dead eye Jake
was the only one who carried a lariat with him,
and when he saw the bull suddenly gore one of
the cattle and send it to the ground, be 1ooked
at his companions and said:
"That bull has gone clean mad. Let's ·go over
there an' see what's ther matte1·. Maybe we kin
git to ther other side of ther cattle, an' then
if Young Wild West comes along, he won't be
able ter see us."
The three were ready to do anything the leader
said, so they nodded, and then the horses were
turned toward the cattle, which were now I'unning madly about, and snorting with fear. When
they were within a couple of hundred yards
of the cattle Deadeye Jake looked behind him, and
then a cry of alarm escaped his lips.
"He1·e comes Young Wild West, an' he's alone!"
he called out, excitedly. "Ther odds is ag'in him,
boys. We'll fight it out with him."
At that moment the maddened bull suddenly
turned and char,ged toward the four horsemen.
The bull made two or three attempts to gore the
horses of the villain, but when he got a good
chance Deadeye Jake threw his rope and succeeded in lassoing it. He managed to throw the
beast, too, and then Clancy and the others quickly
dismounted, and before the bull could get up
they had helped t~eir leader to tie the rope to a
tree that stood close at hand as though for thot
very purpose.
"'l'here, I reckon that settles ther bull," declared Jake. "Now then, git ready for Young Wild
West. He's comin' mighty fast."
'
Sure enough, our hero, who had got ·such a
good start, had been leaving Cheyenne Charlie
further and further in the rear all the time, and
bent upon captu1·ing the scoundrels, he urged his
:<orrel stallion to top speed. The four villains
quickly mounted and began riding around in a
circle, taking care to keep in a little hollow that
was close to where the bull was tied. Wild saw
the bull, but did not know for what reason it had
been tied to the tree. However, he kept on, and
·when he was within pistol shot distance of the
,gang he called out at the top of his voice.
"You may as well surrender, you scoundre.ls !
My partners will be here in a short time, and
then you will die fighting, if you attempt to
hold out."
Crack! Dead eye Jake fired with his rifle, and
the bu11et whistled harmlessly over the boy's
head. Wild did not hesitate to take a shot now.
He sent a bullet throu.gh the man's right arm,
and with a yell of pain, he rolled from his horse.
But the others were desperate now, and they
began shooting rapidly. Four against one in an
open fight on a cattle range is certainly a onesided affair. But Young Wild West did not seem
-t__o realize the danger at all. He was satisfied
t.hat he must shoot the nlen now, for it was plain
they did not intend to give in. But he chose
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to do it with his revolver, and throwing the
s!ing of his rifle over his shoulder, he made ready
·
and bent low to his horse's neck.
Seeing that they did not go very close to the
bull, :Wild guessed that the animal was mad. But
he was not afraid of a mad bull, especially if it
was tied to the tree, so he suddenly rode straight
forward.
"Now then, boys, give it to 'em," Deadeye Jake
shouted, as he turned and led the way to meet the
·
youn,g deadshot's attack.
But Wild had a .surprise •in store for them.
Suddenly he reined '1n his horse and leaped to
the ground. Then he made for the cover of a
small clump of bushes that was a short distance
from the bull. Several shots were fired, but as
he could not be seen, they all went .wild. It was
just then that the wounded man got up and
made a run to get his horse, which was but a
short distance from where Wild was crou'c hing.
He ran right on, and just as he was pass1ng
the bushes Wild sprang upon him and struck him
to the ground.
It was his intention to make the villain act
as a shield for himself, so he might drop the
others as they approached without being hit himself. But. just then somethjng attracted his intention, and he decided to act differently. The
maddehed bull tugged at the rope in an endeavor
to charge the villains. As quick as a flash the
young deadshot ra-ised his gun.
"Crack!"
The rope parted, and the beast darted forward.
The beast did its best to gore the horse Deadeve Jake was riding, but'the animal evaded it and
e~caped the cruel horns, though the neck of the
bull struck it with full force in the side, throwing both horse and rider. This so disconcerted
the other two that they involuntarily reined in
their horses to lend assistance to their leader.
Roaring madly, the bull sprang for them. Still
kneeling upon the prostrated villain he had
thrown to the ground, Wild opened fire, and Deadeye Jake's two companions were soon rolling in
the grass. The villain himself was lying prost~ate, for the fall had stunned him, and when
Wild suddenly saw the bull start for him he
c,pened fire on the animal, and the second shot
touched a vital part and it dropped to the ground
in a heap. It had been a fight against odds,
sure enough, but Wild had won.
"You can get up now," he said to the man he
had been holding down. "You aren't hurt so very
bad, I reckon."
"I'm done for, Young Wild West," came the retort.
At that moment a shout sounded in the dis;pnce, and then our hero saw Cheyenne Charlie

riding swiftly toward him. Keeping a watch
upon Deadeye Jake, who still lay near where the
bull had fallen, the boy waited until the scout
had reach,ed the scene. Wild then explained what
had happened. Charlie ran over to where Dead·
eye Jal<.e was lying.
"He ain't hurt none, Wild," the scout called
out.
"Well, just tie his hands, then," was the reply.
The fight on the ranch much have attracted
the attention of someone on the range, for shouts
sounded, and then several horsemen were seen
riding swiftly to the spot. They proved to be
the owner of the ranch and some of his cowboys.
One of them happened to know Young Wild
West, and he quickly informed the others as to
who the boy was. The ranchman was deliglrted
to see him, for he had heard of the daring
exploits of the Champion Deadshot of the West.
Many questions were asked our hero and the
scout, and it was not long before the ranchman
and the cowboys .knew all about the trouble they
had experienced with the River Gang. They
were only too glad to go, so when a couple of
the horses had been caught the prisoners were
tied to them, and then the party set out t~ return
to the camp near the hidden cave of the River
Gang, and meet Dart on the way. When th<!y
reached the camp, and they found that there was
but one prisoner there, there was another surprise in store for our young hero and his partners. They listened to Arietta's recital of what
had happened, and when all understood it thoroughly, the ranchman proposed a cheer ~or Young
Wild West's sweetheart, which. was given with
a will, as might be supposed.
It was not long before all hands made an exploration of. the ~nderground place. The bodies
of the villains who had been slain were . covered
up a little later, and then our friends accepted
the invitation of the ranchman to ride to the
nearest town. After a short stop there they all
rode on to the settlement, which was quite a
lfttle jaunt·, though our friends did not mind
it in the least.
The three prisoners, as well as the bodies of
the rest of the gang, were taken over there, and
in less than an hour everything was settled to
the satisfaction of all hands, including the resithe addents of the settlement. That wound
ventures of Young Wild West and his friends
with the River Gang. It had been a figh.t against
odds, of course, but Wild had fired the shot that
won the fight.

up

Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST STOPPING A ROUND-UP; or, ARIETTA A~D THE RANCHERO."
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CURRENT NEWS

, _

A COMMUNITY RATTLESNAKE HUNT
Dynamite, haµimers and bars have been used
by farmers- of the Eolian community 1,even miles
southwest of Breckenbridge, ;I'ex., for four days
in an effort to destroy a huge den of rattlesnakes
on a hillside. Many of the snakes have been killed
with the dynamiting of sandstone in which they
had their den.
NEW VARNISH GUM FROM MEXICO
The Department of Commerce reports the fact
that a resin can be obtained from the cuapinole
tree of tropical Mexico. This resin can be u sed
in the manufacture of the finest varnishes. One
of the features of the new resin is that it is not
soluble in alcohol or gasoline, as is the case with
the majority of similar products, and can only be
refined or dissolved by a process of melting. It

;r..-

is pointed out that Mexico has been the Jlroducer
of numerous resins suitable for making plain and
fine varnishes, and adds that the cuapinote resin
is believed superior to any of them.
KING DAVID'S ANCIENT CITY FOUND
Professor Robert A. Macalister, leader of the
joint expedition sent to the Holy Land by the
Palestine Exploration Fund and the Daily Telegraph, has unearthed treasures in the ancient
City of David. The Telegraph, commenting on
these discoveries, says:
"We can now positively say that he has discovered the ancient city, which was already centuries old when David captured it.
_"One sees eme-rging out of the mists of the
ages proof positive of the truth of the Biblical
story."

LOOK! LOOK!

--al

MYSTER Y MAGAZIN E,No. 150 Out Today
Contains a wonderful detective story, written by the greatest authors in the
world of this c~ass of fiction, .

ARTHUR B. REEVES and MARGARET W. REEVES
It is entitled

"BY THE BREADTH OF A HAIR''.
There will also

Don't miss it! Don't miss reading it for anything!
splendid feature detective novelette

be a

"THE FOOTPRINTS ON THE CEILING"
By CHARLES FULTON OURSLER
The short stories, all of the most exciting detective type, are the kind that
grips your interest from the beginning to the end. They are:
"TWO OF A KIND," by St. George Rathborne; "DEMON STILETTO IN PURSUIT," by Henry W. Fisher; "AS PER SCHEDULE,"
by J. B. Warrenton; "WHILE THE LIGIJTS WERE OUT," by A.
B. Monroe..

And among the special articles there will be an exposition of the manner
in which our merchants are robbed, entitled

"HOW THE LOFT THIEVES WORK"
By J(DWIN A. GOEWEY

The Best Detective~Story Magazine on the Market at 10 Cents a Copy~
BUY A COPY!
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OUT FOR A JOB
-

Or, -

The Adventures of an Office Boy
By DICK ELLISON
(A Serial Story)

CHAPTER VII.
More Strange Guests For Gus.
"There's a rope coming," he added. "With
,
that we can pull you up."
"But if I let go, my father will be swept away.
He is perfectly helpless. He have no oars."
"That won't do.,., Stay, I'll fix it. I'm dropping
into the boat, Bird. Let down the rope. l\1ake
fast tp the pier-see?"
The last was in English, for Bird had now
come.
Gus hung over the pier and dropped into the
.
boat.
"How good that you can speak Spanish," murmured the girl. "I was afraid I should not be
able to make myself understood."
"Yes, I speak it as well as I do English," replied Gu,s, hastily, as he made the rope fast to a
ring at the bow.
The girl let go, and the boy swung around,
but the bow remained close to the pier.
"I'm going to lift you up, miss," said Gus. "That
man can't help you much, he's too sli,ght. Can
you climb up by yourself once you get hold of the
edge of the pier?"
"I'm sure of it. But you can't lift me. I'm too
·
heavy."
"Yes, I can. I'm very strong."
"But my father-he must go first."
"Please don't oppose me. It is better the other
way. •Hold the lantern, Bird. There! So! Now
I'm lifting you, miss. Don't be afraid."
And lift her bodily Gus did, gathering her wet
skirts in close around her. She clutched the edge
of the pier, ·and with some difficulty managed to
get upon it. Meanwhile, the father never said a
word. · Indeed, save for an occasional cough, he
showed no sigh of life.
"Good for you, Gussy!" cried Bird. "Now then,
what about the old man? You're sure a second
Sandow, but .you can't lift him that way."
"I could if he could help himself," reto:r;ted Gus.
"He .can't," said the girl, hastily. "He is almost
helpless. He has been very ill."
"What does she say?" cried Bird. "Can't she
speak United States?"
"Oh, hh-e an interpreter if you want to know,"
retorted Gus. "Just kee.p quiet'a minute, will you?
I want to think. I have it. Take these grips."
There were four large grips in the boat which
Gus now passed up to Bird.
"Come down here and hold this boat steady,"
he then called.
He expected an objection, but Bird without reply dropped nimbly into the boat.
''Can you hold it:" asked Gus,

~Sure."
"Be sure, then. I'm going to cast off."
"Go ahead."
"Tell your father that I am going to tie the
rope under his arms and haul him up. I'm afraid
,
he won't understand me!"
She spoke rapidly to the old man, but it was in
some language which Gus did not understand
whi~h surpr~sed him, 'for the girl was as Spanish
li;,okmg as himself, ind the old man, seen in that
uncertain light, looked to be the same.
He seemed to comprehend, and raised no objection when Gus secured the rope. .
"Now what are you going to do?" demanded
Bird. "Go on the pier and haul him up?"
"Yes. Don't let the boat slip."
"You bet I won't, for my own sake" replied
Bird, but he had all he could do, for' the pull
·
of the tide was very strong.
Gus climbed on the pier and caught at the rope.
"Tell him not to struggle," he said to the girl
'
and she spoke again in the unknown tongue
"He understands," she said. "You need~'t be
afraid. He is very weak."
He was very light, too. Gus easily got him up
to the edge of the pier, but the girl had some
trouble in landing him. , It was all the old man
could do to stand.
"Now what about me?" cried Bird.
"Can you come up ,b y the rope?"
"Sure."
"Wait, then, and you get it."
He untied the rope and threw it ove;. Bird
came up like a monkey, as he had promised but
it was the last of the boat, which was at 'once
sucked under the . pier. and vanished in the darkness.
The old man now caught Gus's hand and shook
it_ warmly, saying something perfectly unintelligible.
"',Vhat language is he speaking?" Gus asked the
girl.
"Dutch," she replied. "Actually he is my uncle, my mother's brother, although I call him
father. We are residents of the Island of Curacao."
"We must get him inside at once/' said Gus
picking up two of the grips, while Bird took th~
others.
Bird, stopping only to look at his own boat
which he had made fast on the other side of th~
pier and was found safe, followed them back to
the bungalow.
"You want to get the old gentleman in bed as
quick as possible," said Gus, as he closed the door
•
and bolted it.
. "It is drea~ul to have to intrude on strangers,"
sighed the girl, "but you are .c ertainly right. I
fear for his life."
;;we have two beds. Do you w'ish my help?"
I thank you, no. I am well used to attending
him. He would be nervous with a stranger. But
oh, how _can I ever thank you enough for, all your
kindness! But for you we should have perished
· in the storm."
"Never think of it!" cried Gus. "It was only
by accident that I happened to be here to-night,
and I can never b!') thankful enough that it was
so."
(To be continued.)
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GOOD READING
NEGRO BUYS VILLAGE JAIL FOR $50
Clarence Ward, negro farmer at Bellport, L.
I., bought for $50 the one-story, 10 by 12 steellined town jail Bellport had used for twenty
years.
" To keep my chickens in," he explained.
The building was one of half a dozen owned
by the town of Brookhaven. The Bellport Village Selectmen rented it for $10 a month, but
since prohibition, it was explained, it had proved
a loss.
The T own Board several years ago, after the
escape of several prisoners, had the village blacksmi th line the jail with heavy steel plates.
"What in the world will you do with the
shack?" Justice of the Peace Valentine asked
Ward.
.
"It's got other value besides housing my chickens," said Ward. "It's also bulletproof, isn't
it?"
2,000,000
FRANCS
PARIS
AT
BACCARAT
General de Bettencourt . of the Cuban Army is
returning home 2,000,000 francs richer, . after a
vacation of two months in Paris. Coincidentally
the baccarat tables at one of the leading clubs, the
most fa shionable institution of the sort there, are
momentarily deserted. De Bettencourt broke the
bank. His run of luck was phenomenal and he
bet his cards to the limit, which eventually proved
to be beyond that of the club. ·
•
When de Bettencourt joined t he club, taking
part in rather light and friendly games, there
was seldom a single player losing or winning
more than 30,000 francs of an evening, but after
the Cuban had won for a few successive nights
the losing players insisted that the limit be raised.
The General accommodatingly agreed, with the
re ult that at the end of December he won 300,000 francs at one sitting. Then the other players
decided they needed their money for holiday
shopping.

• WINS

THE VULTURE
The vulture has come into disrepute because
of its habit of attacking the dead and dying men
on battlefields and th e weary wayfarer . lost and
dying in the great deserts of the world. Yet in
some parts of the country the bird is protected
by law because of its scavenger tendencies in
clearing away refuse and waste from the streets.
This is true in Africa, where the vultu re is a
necessary part of life. Long ago t he E gyptians
so highly xegarded the vulture, which in Egypt
has the name of Phara oh's chickens, that they
frequent ly included it in their drawings and carvings as the emblem of the love of parents for
their children, for the vulture, of whatever type,
is an' admirable parent.
With the ri sing of the sun in the tro;•ics the
vulture ascends into the heavens, cli sap ,~aring
to such a tiny speck that it is difficult tc locate
hlm, even with field glasses. He has gon·1 aloft

to survey the kills of the night. He has heard
the lions roar and has detected sounds that tell
him that the usual nightly tragedy has taken
place somewhere.
His eyesight is truly telescopic and he can see
things which man, even with the aid of powerful
field glasses, could never distinguish. Both the
eagle and the parrot are endowed with wonderful
eyesight, too, but theirs cannot equal the vulture's. From his post a mile or more in the air
he can spot a lion's kill _gn the earth and will drop
like a stone on the spot, unfolding his wings when
a hundred feet from the ground-this is always a
preliminary to his graceful landing.
He can go several days without eating, but
when he does eat gorges himself. 'Phe Egyptian
vulture has been known to gorge itself to such
an extent that it could not rise from the ground.
Sosemtimes it cannot move and will lie on its
side and still feed. They are often seen to run
for forty or fifty yards, like an airplane, in order
to "take off" from .the ground.
There are a number of members of the vulture
family, some more horrid than others. The lammorgeier, whid1 soars above the Italian Alps, the
Caucasus and the hills of Spain, is not so repulsive a creature as the ordinary vulture. The average vulture has dirty, Jusky-looking plumage,
and its neck is bare, with the discolored flesh
showing plainly. The lammorgei-er is feathered
to the beak and sails with the grace of a yacht
In the air.
·
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'INT£R.ESTING llADIO NEWS AND HINTS
REFLEX TROUBLES
circuit. Should a click be audible upon plugging
jack
Scores of radio enthusiasts have constructed into the one or two tube receivers or the first
is short
)1<eflex sets which· have never worked properly, of the three tube receiver, the B battery
I due entirely to the • inexperience of their makers circuited directly across the phones, as the re1and their lack of knowledge concerning the trac- sult either of a faulty .002 by-pass condenser or
ing down of troubles. William J. Schnell of the improper wiring.
"If a click is heard when plugging into the secElectrical Research Laboratories has prepared a
the three tube receiver there is a
series of hints which if followed should locate the ond jackinofwiring.
mistake
s ource of any annoying fault.
"When satisfactory results are not obtained,"
says Mr. Schnell, "the difficulty arises ninety-nine
NOISES IN THE PHONBS
, times out- of a hundred from neglect to hook up
sounds in tbe phones are affected
crackling
"If
properly the apparatus or from loose and faulty
Tubes, of course, are not all perfect . by tuning, and disappear upon disconnecting the
1 connections.
and batteries sometimes fail to deliver their rated aeri3:l_ and ~roun~, they are caused by atmoselectrical disturbance. If they persist after
i voltage. Witli continued seTvice periodic replace- phenc
disconnecting_ the aerial and ground, they are due
i ment of tubes as well a,s recharging or replaceto t!--te follow1'.1g: (a) Leakage in apparatus re, ment of batteries becomes necessary.
"In the event of trouble, therefore, first check sultmg from Imperfect contacts or defective inall the wiring and connections and make sure that sulat!on. (b) Defective A or B batteries.
"Wi~h the tubes not burning, if a crackling
1 both tubes and batteries are in good condition.
As an aid to diagnosing trouble, enabling the ap- sound 1s heard when the phone~ are plugged into
' plication of prompt corrective measures at its any jack, the tl'Ouble is caused by a short cirsou rce, the following suggestions have been pre- cuited or leaky .002 by-pass condenser. Remedy
by replacing.
II pared:
FREQUENCY CONDENSER DOES
NOT TUNE
"Either the connections to the condenser or
""
radio frequency ·reflex tTansformer are imperI :feet or the condenser itself is open or short cir- · . ..
cuited.

IRADIO

NOT
CONDENSER DOES
TUNE
"1'. Rotor of the variocoupler is open.
"2. An imperfect connection exists between
, the variocoupler and condenser or between the
; grid and grin return filament leads.
"3. The condenser is open or short circuited.
SECONDARY

CARRIER WAVE WHISTLE
"This results from oscillating tubes. If not
eliminated by increasing the coupling, there is
either an intercoupling between apparatus · that
can be remedied by rearranging the various
parts, or else the crystal rectifier is not funcItioning properly."

NOT
DOES
TRANSFORMER
"REFLEX" PROPERLY
"Disconnect the aerial and ground, and test by
I opening the circuit of the crystal rectifier, when
a howl should be heard in the phones, disappearing when the circuit is again closed. If no howl
IS heard, try recersing the connections of the
primary of the audio transformer connected with
the rectifier. If this does not produce a howl, the
transformer does not "reflex" and ..,hould be replace,d with one that does.
AUDIO

CLICK IN

PHONES WITH TUBES NOT
BURNING
i. _"With the tubes turned out no click should
IJIII..Jl»ll,l'd when the phones are plugged in on any

NOT INCREASE
DOES
TUBE
SIGNAL STRENGTH
"Test by plugging the phones into the first and
seco!1d ~acks . alternately, with the tubes lit. If
a chck- 1s heard in both instances the trouble is
due to the_ following: (a! .Contacts of first jack
are defective. (b) Audio transformer is defe~tive. ( c) Grid contact on last tube socket is i~perfect. If no click is heard: (a) Plate contact
of tube is faulty. (b) Second jack does not make
contact or is short circuited. ( c) B battery connection is · not properly made.
"If changing the third tube to the second ;ocket and transferring the plug to the first jack
gives no signal it is evident that the tube is defective.
THIRD

ANTENNA CIRCUIT DOES NOT TUNE
"~· If turning the coarse tap switch of the
var1?coupler does not effect the tuning the trouble 1s d~e .i:o one of the f?llowing: (a) The primary w~ndmg of the var10couple;r is open. . (b)
The aerial or ground connections are not properly made. (c) There is an open connection in
the aerial or ground circuits.
"2. If revolving the rotor of the variocoupler
does not affect the signal there is an open connection in the primary circuit, either in the variocoupler, the aerial or the ground.
_"3. If placi-!lg _the finger or _a short length of
wire' on the bmdmg posts of either the aerial or
the ground improves the signal strength . there is
an open connection either in the groun<! or aerial,
or eJi;e the antenna is not long enough.
FAILURE OF TUBE TO
"1. Tube is ' burned out. Test
the two filament terminals of the
the terminals of the A battery by

LIGHT
by connecting
tube socket to.
means of insu-
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lated wires, taking care that the bare ends of the der the action of the magnetic field it is set into
wires themselves do not come together.
vibration, and, having practically no natural os"2. Tube is not making contact with socket cillation, it has no difficulty in reproducing the
springs. Bed up socket spring until firm, posi- sounds which have caused the electrical currents.
tive connection is made.
To allow the transmission of the sounds so pro"3. Rheostat is defective. Test by connecting duced a nµmber of orifices are present in one of
the rheostat terminals together with a short piece the pole pieces, and these orifices are at the apex
of wire. If this causes the tube to light, the of the horn. It is stated that with such an arrheostat is de'fective and 'should be replaced.
rangement the voice may be heard in a large
"4. A battery is not connected. Test by con- room, and with the aid of the vacuum tube amnecting a voltmeter to the A binding posts of the plifier orders can be given verbally above the
apparatus. If the dial of the voltmeter fails to noise of a machine shop. For outdoor use it can
move look for a b1·eak in the connecting wires, for be employed from ship to ship or ship to shore,
a faulty connection or for a defect :n the battery and in railway yards.
itself.
"5. Presence of an opening in the filament cirA NOISE-PROOF MOUNTING
cuit wiring. Check all wiring for open or loose
With the introduction of the dry cell tube into
connections.
the radio receiving world, many fans have been
confronted with the problem of keeping the tube
WHY RADIO SIGNALS "FADE"
from "ringing" when adjustments are to be made
For seve1·al years back the Bureau of Stand- to the set. This peculiarity- of the tube, due to
ards has been engaged in experiments aimed at its super-sensitivity and mechanical construction,
ascertaining the cause of "fading" radio signals. is often used to advantage in determining its acThe Bureau conducted tests during 1920 and 1921, tivity as a detector or an amplifier, but most genwith the co-operation of the American Radio Re- erallv proves to be a source of annoyance.
The ringing sound referred to is the result
lay League. In these tests, states the Bureau of
Standards, from five to ten radio stations trans- of setting the grid, plate, and filament elements
mitted signals in succession on certain nights, ac- of the tube into vibration and may be produced
cording to pre-arranged schedules. The signals to an extraordinary degree by tapping the glass
were received simultaneously by about 100 receiv- bulb with t:fie finger. When the tube elements
ing stations whose operators were provided with are caused to vibrate, their relative separations
form'S for recording the variations in the inten- vary slightly, thereby disturbing the flow of
sity of the signals as received. The gene1·al re- current between them. This phenomenon occurs
sult of these tests substantiates the theory that only when the tupe is perfect and is operated acthe sources or causes of fading are intimately cording to the prescribed requirements.
A convenient method for overcoming this anassociated with the conditions at the heaviside
surface, which is a conducting surface some six- · noying effect is a detector, or more particularly,
ty miles above the earth. Day-time transmission in an amplifier tube, is a method used by the
is largely carried on by means of waves moving French army in the construction of their multialong the ground, while night transmission, es- s.tage amplifiers during the world war. It proved
pecially for great distances and short waves, is very effective in insulating tu'bes a.gainst tht
by means of waves transmitted along the heavi- mechanical shocks of gunfire and the wear and
side surface. Waves at night are thus free from tear incidental to transportation o-..,er rough
the absorption encountered in the day time, but roads.
The tubes to be operated, a detector and an
are subject to great variations caused by irregare mounted to a base of bakelite or
ularities of the ionized air at or near the heavi- amplifier,
some other suitable material, by means of their
side surface. These variations probably account sockets.
Two soft rubber strips of quarter-inch
for fading.
square cross section are then secured with small
_clamps to opposite sides of the base, allowing
each strip to protrude two or three inches beyond
A NEW SOUND AMPLIFIER
To amplify the sound of a voice so that· many the end of the base. Brass angle pieces are then
fastened to the rear of the panel, and to the
persons may hear it throughout a large room, hc,rizontal
portions of the ends of the slrips are
various methods are possible, utilizi;ilg properties made
fast with machine screws. Nuts may be
of flames, compressed air, electrical currents, etc. used for
holding the screws, if desired or the
Writing in a recent issue of Comptes Rendus, L.
pieces may be drilled and tapped t~ receive
Graumont states that the sounds are, in general, angle
them.
distorted because of the mass of the vibrating
T~e effectiveness of thE:: above method for proparts which serve to reproduce and transmit the tectmg
vacuum tubes agamst ringing is attributsound. M. Gueritot recently suggested a new able to the fact that soft rubber is a poor con·electrical arrangement, which resolves all the d~cto~· of mechan~cl shocks. Obviously, if stiff
problems of voice transmission. The ·vibratory "''!re 1s :used to wne the tubes of a set provided
part is formed by a cone of fine silk, on which is with this novel arrangement, its value will be
spirally wound a very fine wire conductor, pre- lost, since the wires leading to the tubes ·will
ferably of low density, e. g., of aluminum. This conduct shocks to them. For this reason only
cone is ulaced between the poles of an electro- flexible wire should be employed between th~ tube
magnet, the poles being shaped exactly to fit the mounting and the remainder of the receiver. The
cone, and a ci1·cular ·collar fixes the base of the rubber tubing required for this improvement may
cone to one of the poles. Telephonic currents are be pui·chased at any leading chemical 11upply
passed through the winding of the cone, and un- house.

.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST

their homes, Providence, R. I., from Ciarra, Brazil, where the three-masted schooI).er William H.
Draper, which sailed from there Dec. 13, 1922, for
the Cape de Verde Islands, lies a wreck.
There were · nine passengers and nine sailors
aboard the schooner when it left in command of
Captain Miguel Monteiro. A few days after leaving port the vessel ran into a succession of gales,
which ·blew its sails and 1·igging away and drove
it far outside the lanes of marine commerce and
south of the Equator. Owing to the heat the
boat's Wjlter supply went bad, and it was then,
beriberi made its .appearance, and four members
of the crew died. The vessel finally drifted off
the Brazilian coast and was towed into Ciarra,
leaking badly,
Correira and Lazaro waited several months
before the American Consul could arrange• their
passage home.

LAUGHS
"Do you know the height of fooHshness ?" "No;
what is it?" "Going into a stationery store to
see moving pictures."

BABY HAS SOME ANCESTORS
Mr. and .Mrs. Arlington Ramaly, of Fireli.ne,
-----Pa., are the proud parents of an eight-pound .
Ex-Hero..'......Ah, my. boy, when I played "Hambaby boy which has six grandfathers, four great- let" the audience took fifteen minutes to leave
grandfathers, three grandmotliers and one great- the house. Vicious Ex-Comedian (coldly)-Was
·
he lame?
grandmother.
BORN WITHOUT EARS
A i·abbit without ears has been born in the animal house of the State Department of Health
laboratories at the · University of Pennsylvania.
The new arrival seems normal in every other
respect. John Whalen, keeper of the house, has
tested him and found that he can hear. Both the
rabbit's parents have excellent pai:cs of ears and
v~terinarians who have examined the youngste1·
_
are unable to explain the· freak.
The head of the baby resembles a potato. On
the left side of its forehead there is a tiny budlike bit of gesh, which it is believed may develop
eventually into an ear. ·There· is no indication
of an ear on the other side.

"I told your father I could not live without
you," he exclaimed, sadly. "And what did he
say?" replied the dear girl. "Oh, he offered to
pay my funeral expenses."
Willie wa s doing penance in the corner. Pres~nt~y he thought aloud pensively: "I can't help
1t 1f I am not perfect," he sighed. "I never
heard of °?,ut one p~rfect boy, anY:'(ay! " "Who
wa s that? a sked his mother, thinkmg to point
out a _mor al. "Papa," came the reply, "when he
was IIttle."
"Would you mind telliu.g me," asked the visiti:ng Englishman, " why it is that you call America
the land of the free? " "I can't say for sure " replied the American, "but I think it is becau;e we
have such clever criminal lawyers that it is almost impossible to send anybody to jail."

TRIES 'l'O SELL STOCK IN
SING SING
Sing Sing attaches received a letter from a New
York broker urging that the funds that the prisA teacher in one of the public schools a sked
on's "idle rich" had banked during the holiday
season · be invested in stocks at 6 per cent. The a little boy why he had been absent a day to
letter referred to recent newspaper accounts about which the youth replied: "My mother .had' the
the money deposited to the credit of prisoners mumps, and I had to go and get the doctor." "But
averaging $800 a day. The letter was turned over don't you know the mumps is catching J ohnny:,m
to Edward Hickey, chief clerk, who banks the "Yes, but this is my stepmother, anct' she nev~r
gives me anything."
money for the inmates.
"We have brokers enough of onr own," remarked one official, "to take care of any investA school teacher who was giving a lesson on
ments our guests care to make, but most of them "food" was interi-upted by one of his pupils.
someon
money
hard-earned
their
spend
to
prefer
"Pleast:, sir," he said, "Jimmy says he knew s_a,
thing besides stock."
· baby tliat was brought up on elephant's milk, and
it gained ten pounds in weight every day."
ADRIFT FOUR MONTHS
"James ought not to tell you such rubbish," said
After being adrift four months at sea, during the teacher. "Whose baby was it that was
which time four of their companions died of ber- brought up on elephant 1s milk?" "Please, sir."
iberi, Frank Correia and John Lazaro arrived at answered Jimmy, "it was the elephant's."
BROKER
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
•

manner. In reproducing, a small attachment is
NEW SIBERIAN GOLD BELT
The so-called Stanovoi gold belt of Siberia is placed on the standard motion picture machine.
a potential discovery of far g~ater importance This attachment contains a small incandescent
than any of the isolated Alaska or Klondike dis- lamp which is placed in front of the photographed
coveries of the last century, says Chester Wells sound waves on the films. This light passing
Purington, mining engineer and geologist of Yo- through · the sound record, falls upon a photokohama, in a report to the American Institute of electric cell, its brilliancy being governed by the
Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, made just density of the protographed ·sound waves. The
before he was lost in the Tokio disaster. He photoelectric cell's electrical resistance at any inwas a native of Boston and a graduate of Harv- stance is determined by the amount of light falling upon it.
ard, class of 1893.
.
"The telephonic current from the cell is then
After referring to the existence of untouched passed
through the audion amplifier, where it is
stores of gold, the report says: "Considering the
up hundreds of thousands of times. Thus,
surface extent already apparent, of more than built
4,000 square miles, within fifty miles of the sea the actor's words are converted into telephonic
coast, over every part of which, so far as ex- currents, amplified, photographically registered on
plored, gold is found, it is a potential discovery the film and eventually transformed back again
of far greater importance than any of the isolated into telephonic currents which are made audible
the loud speaker.
Alaska or Klondike discoveries of the last cen- by"As
the motion picture must be projected upon
tury. The well-defined limits of the richer part ,a screen
to be viewed, it is likewise necessary to
of the Okhotsk-Ulya region g·old fields made it
the sound in order that it may appear to
comparatlvely easy to conduct furt:fler explora- project
came from the actor's lips. This is done simply
tion. Horse Bay is a definite limit of the field by
running a lamp cord from the machine to the
on the east and the mouth of Ulya on the south. screen
where aloud speaker is attached."
·
"The incalculable amount of gravel burdening
the wide valleys of the rivers concerned, taken
in connection with the unusual amount of aJ.A FISH THAT SPINS ITS NEST
luvial gold contained in. such parts of this great
ma; as are visible or approachable, gives the
There is nothing strange or unusual about the
wri r the distinct impression that he1·e, -between fact that a spider or a worm is able to spin a
the 8th and 60th parallels of north latitute and web or a cocoon of silky fibre-but that a fish
withln sight of a g1·eat arm of the Pacific Ocean is able to do that some thing is not well known.
on the coast of Asia, there exists an untouched Such is the fact, however, and the fish that acstore of gold, which will be found extractable by complishes this is the deep sea, fifteen-spine stickaccepted methods, deserving of serious considera- elback, one of quite a family of stickelbacks, both
tion by economist s who advocate increased gold , fresh and salt water inhabitants, whose spines
production."
vary in number from three to fifteen.
Just how he manages to do the spinning is not
fully known; but there is no question about his
TALKING PICTURES PERFECTED
really doing it. The nest, made by the male, is
The Phonofilm, a combination of radio and mo- shaped like a muff with an opening at either end,
tion pictures, the invention of Lee DeForest, has of various kinds of material tightly bound tobeen demonstrated successfully, acco1·ding to those gether with the silky thread of the male's own
who have heard and seen the talking pictures. spinning.
.
.
Vvhen the nest is finished, he induces the female
It is his object to produce motion pictures in
to enter and depo1;,it her eggs, which are comparawhich the characters speak.
Dr. DeForest give this explanation of the tively large and number anywhere from fifty to
one hundred. These the male fertilize s.
process:
.
.
.
.
"In the studio a motion picture is -taken m the
Other females enter, depositing layers of eggE,
usual manner, but, in accordance with the c·?.m- lmtil the nest is quite filled. As soon as the eggs
era lens, which registers action, a micropho_ne are laid the female departs, with no further conregisters every sound made by the actor. A w_ire cern for their fate. It is for ·the male to stand
from the microphone passes through an aud1011 guard over t11em and to give a good account of
amplifier to a gas-filled tube _called the p~otiom, himself to any intruder.
located in the camera. The light from thi.; tube
Some make ·their nests in little· hollows in the
punctuates i~ exact accorda_nce w~t~ the empli- sand at the bottom 1)f the stream or salt water,
fied telephonic currents which or1gmated from and gather pieces of sea weed or grass to fill the
the actor's lips.
hollow, on which foundation the eggs are laici.
"A very fine slit is located near the negative Others have for diffe1·ent means of carrying out
film through which these fluctuating light rays their home ideas. The ·'fighting qualit:010 a.re so
are registered on the sensitive emulsion of the pronoun~d lhat the males hesitates at· 110 enemy,
negative as fine lines which are actual photo- no matter how large-all are enemies that come
graphic sound waves and, being on the same film near the nest, and all must suff-€r. But after the
as the picture, insure perfect synchl'Onism at a11 three or four weeks that it takes the eggs to
times.
hatch, the young fishes are left to their own de"A positive print is then made in the usual vices and must fii:ht for themselves.
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HERE AND THERE

ABOUT JESSE POMEROY
Jesse Pomeroy has served nearly 50 years in
prison for torturing children to death. He _was
sentenced to solitary confinement.' So brutal were
his crimes and so phenomenal his make-up that
his deeds are well remembered by old people. It
was on April 23, 1874, that the body of a little
boy was found in a marsh at Dorchester, Mass.
The body was discovered by a policeman, and was
that of a boy about four and one-half years.
There was evidence that the little fellow ha.d been
put to death by a slow process. The body was
horribly mutilated. The child , was evidently of
poor parents and was afterward identified as Horace Mellen. The circumstances surrounding the
crime aroused great interest throughout the
country. Full reports ·of the ,search for the murderer filled the daily papers in all the large cities.
Ultimately Pomeroy, a boy of 14 years, was convicted of the crime. Three other children were
murdered in the same neighborhood where the
Mellen crime was committed and Pomeroy was believed to have killed them, but he was tried and
convicted for the murder of the Mellen child.
The prisoner did not seem at all affected by his
conviction. He seemed more like a hardened
criminal thap a youth of 14. Pomeroy attempted
to escape at least twice, the last time only a few
yeais ago. It is said that he has read widely
whi e in prison and that he has become somewhat of a linguist.

------

"PAINTS" WITH WOOD, USING 10,000 BITS
Two inlaid panels of wood portraying scenes in
old Nuremburg executed by Gustav Adelhart of
that city are among recent art accessions brought
to this country. They are the property of Leonard John Doering of 458 Third avenue New York
City, who obtained them ~rom the arti~t in the
city they portray. ~ome idea of the mmute;11e~s
of the task of inlaying may be had when it is
revealed that the larger of the panels, measuring
15xll inches, contains over 10,000 pieces of wood
and 500 separate varieties.
The artist,. a descendant of Albrecht Durer,
spends nearly t~ree month~ in making a panel of
this sort and aims at all times to produce a thoroughly artistic work rather than a freak showing a great amount of aimless labor. He has
made an exhaustive study of many European
woods and knows the art of cutting the grain in
different ways so as to obtain various shades and
textures from one "kind. Some of the old stone
walls of Nuremburg he has portrayed in brownish bits of wood resembling black walnut, a bit
of 1·eflection under the "Hangman's Bridge" he
has made most realistic with clever insertions of
a curly grained wood. With such accuracy is
the work done that at a short distance it might
easily be taken for a w.ater color painted with
care and patience.
The panel of the "Hangman's Bridge" is perhaps the most remarkable of the two, as the
roofs for which Nuremburg is famous are worked
out in an amazing array of inserts differing but
alightly in tone. In the foreground walls each

stone. is represented by a separate piece of
and the mortar points are given a different
by inlays scarcely larger than a hair. This
is accomplished by handling the tiny bits of
with watchmakers' pliers.

wood
color
work
wood

DINING SERVICE ON A TROl,.LEY
Getting meals while speeding through the coun•
try on a train is no new thing; but when dining
cars blossom on a trolley llYStem one may excusably open one's eyes to something approaching
wonder. However, this is what the- interurban
line running between Chicago and Milwaukee has
done.
_Popular Mechanics mentions some of the engineering problems which confronted the railroad architects. The space was extremely limited; in fact,. they had to get a complete kitchen
into a space oniy 9 feet long by 2½ feet wide.
But they did it. They packed stoves, utensils,
sinks, mixing tables, coffee urns, tableware, a
steam table and lockers for clothes into this tiny
space and still Jeft room for the chef to 'move and
have his being!
-Whenever an odd corner showed itself the architect grab ed it and put a door on it, making
another cupboard. Here and there they had to ~
cut notches to let these doors swing or slide open.
They piped hot and cold water from place to
place, putting the tanks on the roof of the car.
They arranged for an ice box, which last was
surely a triumph. Any householder knows that
an ice box is not a small affair, no matte:c how
you build it.
. In working out the details the architect tried
everything in the kitchen to see if it worked at its most efficient · and space-saving rate. They
discovered some curious things by this process.
For example, it was discovered that it was quicker .and easier to make coffee in the urn with water
boiled elsewhere in the kitchen. This is now
done and the coffee is kept hot by means of a:
patented heating device which burns alcohol.
It took several month's study to evolve the
kitchen. The architect had to plan special framework for the dining car, as the ordinary car would.
not carry the kitchen devices with safety at the
high speed achieved by the Interurban; for seventy-five miles an hour is not unusual for these
electric cars. Their plan was to give all th&comfort· and safety of a steam railroad, and they
succeeded admirably.
In addition to the dining car this enterprising
electric line has added a chair car, with observation platform attached to its equipment.

"There's one man we're going to keep"
"EDmost
WILSON, t here, is one of the fully-illustrated I. C. S. textbooks .make
ambitious men in the plant. it easy to learn.
I notice that he never fools away his
spare t ime. He studies his International
Correspondence Schools course every
chance he gets.
"It's been the making of him, too. He
hasn't been here nearly so long as Tom
Downey, who was laid off yesterday,
but he knows ten times as much about
this business.
·
"I'm going t o give him Tom's job,
with a raise in salary. He's the kind of
man we want around here."
OW do you stand in your shop or
H
office? Are you an Ed Wilson or a
Tom Downey ? Are you going up ? Or
down ?

No matter where you live, the International Correspondence Schools will
come to you. No matter what your
handicaps or how small your means, we
have a plan to meet your circumstances.
No mattei: how limited your previous
education, the simply-written, wonder-

This is , all we ask: Without cost,
without obligating yourself i:ri any way,
put it up to us to prove how we can
help you. Just mark and mail this
coupon for full particulars.
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Box 4498-B, 8eraqton. P1nnL
Without cost or obllrat1on. please tell me how I can Qu alit7 for
the position or in the aubject be/ore which I have mar ked rm X :
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Bullineaa l{anaaement
B Salcamansblp
.
l ndu1trlal Mana.cement
Advertising
Personnel Orca.ntsatlon
Better L etters
Traffic Mana.rement
Show Card Letteri ng
Bualneas Law
Stenoi)"aphy and Typ~
Bankl n.r &n d Ban.klnl' Law
B usi neas EnglJsh
Accountancy (lncludlnl C.P.A- ) !C!fil Service
Cost .Accountinir
·
Railway Mail Clerk
; Bookkeepinit
Com mon School Subject•
Private Secretary
R!gh School Subject&
Spani sh
D F rench
lllustratln i:
D CartoonlDI
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
E lectrical Engineering
~.Architect
Electric LJghtin~
Blue Print Il eadini
Mechanical Engineer
Contractor and Bulldcr
:Mechan ical Draftsman
Architectural Drattsmu
Machine Shop Practice
Concrete B uilder
Rai lroad Positions
E ngineer
Oas Engine Operat1n1r
Chemistry D Pharmacy
Civil Engineer
Automobile Work
~ Surveying and Ma11plns
Airplane E ngines
Metall urgy
N1wlg,nion
Steam Engtneer lnrc
Acrtculturo nnd Poultry
Radio
Mathematics

IStructural

•
••

Name ............... .................................•...........................•.......•..... ......• _
Street
• -3-23

Address ... ... ,,;. ............................................................................. .......... ..

City ..................................... ............State ........................................,_
Occuvation ....... , .................................... ...... ............ ......... ................ .... .
P enr,111 re.aW'M'IC (n Ccmada .aho,u.l.d ,end t h.ia ro upo11 t n tlle JntlfT,,,...
Uonol OorrHJ)Ondence Bchool, QcuiactWn, Lhni tc:rJ, Jluntreal, Ounad&,

LI I · I LE- ADS
ff'rlle to R#,er et /U,,f, A . t i ~ <>Ii- I.ta3 Brood
S9 East Madfson Street, Chicago, for f)IJl"ticu1ars alx>wt adver

AGENTS WANTED

PERSONAL-Continued

AGENTS, sell Wolverine Laundry Soap.

Wonderful ff•
peater and cood profit maker. Free Auto to hustlers.
WolYerine Soap Co., Dep\. B 42, Grand Rap Ide, Mich.
,36 TO $56 WEEKLY ln your spare time doln1 special
advertlsin&" work among the ram111ea of your clty.
No experienco necessary. Wrlte today for full particu-

lars. An1e:rican Products_ Co., 1652 American 131dg.•
Clncinna.U, Ohio.
USE OUR HANDSOME CAT-ALOG; cet order, from
every home tor Dr. Blall"s f.a.mous home products.

Liberal vay.

Dr. Blair Laboutorles, Dept, 542, L,nch-

burg. Va.

HELP WANTED
BE A DETECTIVE.

Opportunity !or men and women
Write C. T.
Ludwlr, 521 Westover Bldg., Kansas C1t1. Mo.
DETECTIVES NEEDED EVERYWHERE. Work homo
or travel ei:perlence unnecessary. Write Oeor&e . R.
Wagner, former Govt. Detective, 1968 Bro&dway, N. Y.
EARN $20 weekly spare time, at home, addressln&',
mailing music. olrcula.rs. Send lOo for music, information. .American Muslo Co., 1658 Broadway, De1>t.
X3, N. Y.

tor secret lnvestleation ln your dis~ict.

LONESOME? MAKE NEW FRIENDS. Write Dolly
Grny Club, A., Box 185, Den,er, Colorado. Stamp
apprecl&ted.
MARRY PRETTY GIRLIE, we&lth $50,000, but lone~
some. Irene, Box 55, Oxford, Fla.
MARRIAGE PAPER-20th year. BIi Issue with de•crlp1
5
ot~e~n;ee. Dt~~t 'se:1!~.~~o~n~26idil.'':':ito!, M:7:· No
MARRY IF LONELY:
"Homo M&ker"; hundreds
rich; conftdential; reliable; yea.rt experlence; descripUone free. '"The Suocesatul Club," Box 556, Oak.l&nd,
Call!ornla.
·
MARRY-FrH photo,rapho, dlreotory and de1erlpUooa
ot we&lthJ member,. Pa1 when married. New Pl&n
Co., Dept. S6, K•n•aa City, Mo.
MARRY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY with photo• ancl
deecriptlona free. Pay when married. The Exchall&"e,
Dept. 545, Kanoa• City, Mo.

MARRY-Write for big new directory with photos and
descriptions Free.
National .Aaency, Dept, A.
Kansas City, Mo.
MAR RY PR ETTY GIRLIE, wealth $50,000 but- lone&oine. Irene, Box 55, Oxrord, Fla.
PRETTY GIRL wants a sweetheart. \Vrlte, encloe_tnc
ennlove. Doris Dawn, South Euell~. Ohio.
SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES. Enptl&o
aecret,.
Black art. other ra.re books. Cat.aloe free.
MANUSCRIPTS WANTED
Star Book Co., 2R24, 122 Feder&! St., Camden, N. J.
STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, etc., au wanted for 1,ubllSWEETHEARTS'
Corresponilence Club.
St&moed encation. Submit hfSS. or wrtte Literary Bure&u, 515
velope for sea.led proposal. L1ll1An Sproul. St&tlon
Hannibal, Mo.
H, Clneland, Ohio.
WOULD YOU MARRY lady worth $65,0001 Write.
PERSONAL
Bertha. Box 39, Oxford, Fla.
eoLORADO GENTLEMAN. worth $50,000 would marry. WEALTHY ORPHAN GIRL, 21, all alone. Wlll marry.
Z-Box 866, Leacq.e, Denver, Colo.
Box 511, HunteSTlUe, Ala.
~O YOU '#ANT NEW FRIENDS? Write Betb' Leo, WHOM BHDULD YOU MARRY? \Ve'll tell you. Send
Inc., 425-1 Broadway, New York City. Stamp lPPrt•
SOo and birth date to ·,Character Studios, 1515 Masonfo ,,emple, New York City.
elated.
·
FRIEN.-,Dc--cF;;l:-:N::cD=E=R--...,2"0-p-ag_e_m_a-,-•...,,1,..n-e,---,l...,ok_es_,_c_a...,rt_oo_n_•-. WO-ULD YOU MARRY a!l'ect.lonate lad.I' worth ,JS0,000?
Viola,
Box
39,
Oxford,
Fla.
1
1
~~~~~s. f~dr~:1~~
WRITit lonely centleman, 45, worth $50,000. V., Box
9f4-K Clark, Toledo, Ohio.
35, Leaaue, Toledo. Ohio.
HUN OR EDS seeking martlage. It ain~re enc1oae • tamp. YOUNG ATTRACTIVE WIDOW worth $80,000 lontlJ',
Mrs. Itt. Willard, 2~28 Broadway, Ohicaro. llllnoh. L
wlll marry. (E-B-M) B-1022, Wichita, Kan,u.
IF LONESOME exchange Jolly letters with beautiful
ladles and wealthy e-entlemen. E,a Moore, Box 908,
Jacksonville, Fla.. (Stamp).
INDIVIDUAL sweetheart,· club. It's dlfl'erent. Send
SONGWRITERS
stamp and see. VioJ('t Ray_. Dennison, Ohlo.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG-We compo•• mus!~.
LOOK WHOSE HERE! Pr!noes1 OKIE world famout
Submit your r,oem.• to u1 at once. New York Melody
horoscopes. Get your'a today, Don't delay, Send full Corporation. 4-05 . Roman Bld:., New York.
t>lrthd&te and 10c, K. Okie, Box 280, Mds. Sq. Sta ..
PO EM WA TED-Sell yoor 1onir-nrse1 !or cash. SubNew York. N. Y.
mit H. it once or write Ne,v Era Mualo Co.• 140,
LON ELY HEARTS, ioln our Club, be bappy, correSt. Louis, Mo.
spondence everywhere, many de11cr1pttons, photos free:
~lther sex, most successful mtithod. 23 years• expert•
TOBACCO HABIT
f'nce. Standard Cor. Club, Gn.y&lake, Ill.
TOBACCO or Snuff Habit cur•d or no pay. $1.00 tr
cured. Remedy sent on trial.
Superb& Co. , PC.,
Baltimore, Md.

res~~d:nts~es~~

'3M-X~d t:b.t

c:.:

PIMPL-ES
CAN BE CURED, If you sull'er from plm_ples, acne, blackheads, brown spots or erup-tio.ns I wan~ to send you my olmple home
treatment under pJa.ln wrapper. It gave me a
soft, velvety, s1nooth and· radlant complexion,
a.nd cured thousands of men a.nd women,
after everything else failed.
Slmply send
nam• for generous· 10 day tree trial oft'er of
my secret home treatment
W. H. W A)itREN,
522 Gray Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

BOYS AIR RIFLE.

tbla t}ne Rift• tree for eel~lnr onlJ 11 pkss Color ..
Pok Cvda at lOC • pac:kqe. _l'/1ite for Poetcard• tocla,-.
Gella..._ ....._. c.., Dept. al't- IIUt IIOatan, Ma•-.

Big, Handaome, Dressed, Sleeping
Do11 aent prepaid for selling ONLY
SIX PACKETS new Highly Perfumed Sachet Powder' AT 10c.
This le a Sp«ial Offer to introduce
our sachet.
We also give Mama Dolla, Walkinr
Dolls, a.nd premium• for bo11.

Lane Mfg. Co. Dept.371
Mt. Vernon.N. Y.

As'fHMA

TBU.T• HT man. . . .
••s• T&U.L, U 1, earo.
• e • d •t; lf not, It'• ftlla.

Write i:or ,-~••tmenl

~~:...~~&:--

GREAT PELTS
CARGO ARRIVES AT
SEATTLE
Bringing t h e
breath o f t h e
Northern seas,
the cutter Bear
arrived at Seattle, Wash., from
points bordering
on t h e Arctic
with a cargo of
seal skins, f o x
pelts, w al r us
tusks and hides,
fish, ivory a n d
other t y p i c a I
products of the
region.
A total of 7,566
fur-seal s k i n s
packed in barrels
represented t h e
last of the killings on St. Paul
and St. George
Islands of the
Pribilof group up
to Aug. 5. Another batch of
skins amounting
to nearly 20,000
will arrive on the
Victo1·ia late this
month. The fox,
pelts were the
last of the prev ·i o u s winter's
take.
Blue fox reared
by the Government on these
islands are profit.
living on the seal
carcasses
and
beach food
throughout t h e
year. The arrival here of the
Bear is an event,
becaui,__e of the usual circus of mascots picked up. \
This year's menagerie is no exception.
There was a
m'itsi, or Kamchatka brown
bear cub; a tame
Arctic fox, some
Mongolian cats, a
seal kitten, Anidy r
malamute
dogs, a tame J)enquin and a reindeer calf.

,r

THERE ARE
MANY BIRDS
AND BE ASTS
THE ZOO
WOULD WELCOME

It was reported
r ecently that photographs h a v e
been obtained of
a notornis, an alm o st unknown,
flightless bird, of
which only four
specimens h a v e
ever b e e n secu red. There are
many other birds
and beasts in various parts of the
world which have
n ever b e e n
caught nor even photographed
and which the
various zoological
i;ocieties w o u 1 d
pay tidy s u m s
for. There is a
nameless creature
supposed -to be
living in the Andes
Mountains
t hat has so fa r
escaped capture.
Various t ravelers
have b r o u g h t
back tales about
it and ma ny expeditions h a ve
b e e n or ganized,
but so far their
efforts to capture
it have been futile. Bones a n d
o t h e r rnmains
have been discovered giving evidence of its existance, and these
point to its classification in the rat
family.
Another a n i mal known to exist in c e rt a i n
parts of the Con-·
go has been named the okapi and
w a s discovered
about t w e n t y
years ago by Sir
Harry Johnston,
a British explorer and traveler.
The discovery of
bones and a complete hide proved
the ok api to be an
unknown animal,
appa r e n tly a
cross between the
g iraffe and zebr a.

Stops Asthma

She Found
A Pleasant Way
To Reduce Her Fat

Discomfort and Annoyance

Often in 24 Hours

Thouaanda of overfat
people have l(t'eatly reduced their weicht and
attained a normal ficure by following the
advice of oth en, who
use and recom mend the
Marmola Pr escription
Tablets. These harmless little fat reducers
are prepared in tablet
form from the same insredienta that formerly
oomp08ed the famoua
Marmola Prescript ion
for fat reduction.
U you are too fat, you owe it to youroelf
to aive these fat reducera a fair trial. All
the better :!rug otorea the world o ver sell
Marmol• Prescription Tablets at one dollar per
package. Ask your druggist for them or send
one dollar t o the Marmola Co.,628 Garfield
Bldg., Detroit , Mich., and secure a package of
these tablets. They are harmleM and reduce
your weight wit hout going through long
eiegea of tiresome exercise and etarvation
diet. If y ou are too fat try this today.

Asthma, Hay Fever and Catarrh are respons ible fo r much miser y and fai!ln g h ealth. I(_
y ou are a s ufferer from wheezing, sneezin g,
di fficult b r eathin g , h awking, raising phlegm,
etc., to prove that you can sto p these
t roubles q u ickl y and easll! with the plea sant ,
scien tific Florence Formu la, I wlll send you
a $1 bottle postpaid and tree of charge. or
obligation . If it satisfies, tell your friends
and pay me on ly One Dollar, other wise the
loss ls mine. Merely send your name today
fo r this liberal free Introdu ctory ofler-goo d
only for 10 days. F. SHEARE R , 2881 Coca
Cola B ldg., Kansa s City, Mo.

PIMPLES
To111' Skin Can Be Quickly Cleared ol
Pimples, Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on
the face or body, Barbers Itch, Eczema,
Enlarged Pores and Oily or Shiny Skin.

FREE

XVf~~ ,:'!T!~.. i~~.Et1N.?

0
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cured myaelf af ter befn1r afflicte1't6 yean.
S1000 Caeh aaye I c•n c ..aryoureklnofthe • bove bl-.nlahea.

E.S.GIVENS, 111 Chellllcal llldc., Kansas City, Mo.

QUICK HAIR CROWTHI
Box Free To Youl

on Gallon ofGasoliM
• Jirrril'MII Cad,mmnr
w:".::ann~•a.cm:;
can nearQ"

1111

I I

ure

=D~~r-f:~ ~~~f~

maru>-._""•;;;..i"'or.-1t~fi:~.::~:r ~=:,1t;1:!;.t;:.o:;;

tltan new.

woAdorful lllileaae &uanu:deea for other oan.

fonl ... . ...34mL

Bulck4 ..• .aomL
Buick&••• .24mL
Hudlon . ••• 20mL

Wotlld l'otJ Like Buel,, 4 Bu1ilt a, Thltt

HuPP . ••••• 25mL
Dodge .. •• •28mL

floo ••••••• 24rnL
Chnlmers. • .23mL
Olds.8••••• 2lmL
Pal1198., • •20mL
Oaklnd8 ••• 24mL
Overl'd4.• .32mL

ChevroleL . .321111.
Muwl(26) 30ml

Naah8•• •.•. 23mt
Uncoln 8. . . 17mt
StdbkrLt8 .23mL
Cole&.....17mL

If :,-our cu II no\ meDtloned here BeDd name ud model foa

i_~Ttloul""' and our ..-tee on i'-

AGENTS WANTED

:rtENT ON 30 •DAY'S FREE l'RIAt

l~-:,t::Wa~i:-:;;!:~!tt:~::,~::~i:~

no Jerkins or cb.old.nc. No moro foul n,ark plup or carbo!l
In 07lindera. No lealdnc of cu into crank caee. Try U 30

0

aew holca

ff QW TQM AK[ lO V£
(NEW BOOK)Tell1 how to Get

Acquainted:lfow to BcJin Courtship
ffow to Court a Bashful Girl; to Woo &
Widow; t o wio aD H eircaa; bow to catch
& llich Bachelor; b ow to m an a ge you,
beau t"makahtmfropose;how t o make
you rft!!llow or cir love you : wba& todo
before and a fter t b t!! weddlat,:' Tells
other thln1• Dt!!Ceal ary for I,oo,ers to
know, SamJ!,.."'lOll)' by mall 19 oenta.

.801~ JIOOlt oo.. Bo& 810 ...

••rwelko

dQ11 on our suaraotee of mone7 baolt U n<'t entirely 11atislied.
No etrlnw• to o u r l'U•rant-. YOU ARE THE JUDGE,..
Anyone wb.o oan handle a wrenoh can attach it. No borinc ol

/t,R~Ffi~N°c;lTt\s¥}1t~~-c~rito todQ-

783 •Ra,-A4Wclr,

j

~,Ohio,U.S.A.

Genuine Qiamo-nd
RING

Marvelous Value
Brilliant Blue White,
Perfect Cut Diamond

()ou,

$37g2

Cash or Credit

Mo u nt In r Is 18-k Solid
\Vbite Gold, Diamond set Ln
Bexae:on top. A p o p u I a. r
Ene:a a:ement Rill&'. Cued i n
b and some rtmt bo:s:.
J)ellveud on ftnt oa:nnent or
~.~,;}t:~en Sl.00 a Woek
Money Back II Not 8atlsftod

·1
r
T
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S™IEOLD 1111:UAIILSDIIIOINAL CR~~~MIEL-
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WILD WEST WEE KLY
-

• OUR TEN- CBNT HAND BOOKS

LATEST ISSUES - -

1075 Young Wild West and the Silent Scout; or, The
Sigh That Saved the Settlemen t.
1076 " Staking a Tenderfo ot; or, Arletta and the Griz•
z!y Bear.
1071 " Roping the "Ghost Dancers" ; or, Spoiling an
Indian Outbreak.
107.8 " Capturing a Claim; or, Arietta and . the Gold
Pocket.
1079 " and the Dead wood Dead shot; or, The Man Who
Was Hard to Beat. r-1080 " Rescuing a Ranchma n; or, Arletta and the
Renegade Cowboys.
1081 " Betrayed by a Greaser; or, Sealed In an Aztec
Tomb.
1082 " Fight at th!' Foi:ks; or, Arietta and the Lost
Emigrant Train.
1083 " and the Desperad o; or. The Masked Men of the
Mountain .
1085 " Rapid-Fir e Fig-ht: or, Holding a Cave of Gold.
1086 " at a Cowboy "Shindig" ; or, Arletta Calling
a
Bluff.
'
1087 " and Renor Santo; or, The Brigand's of th_e
Border.
1088 " Ca-ll!ng the Cavalry: or, Arletta's 'l"hrilllng Ride.
1089 " RPady Rifle: or, The Bullet That Found a
Mark.
1090 " Road Agent Round-Up ; or, Arietta Carrying
the Mall.
1091 " and the RPd Ranchero ; or, The Plot to Burn
a- Settlemen t.
•
•
1092 " On n Puzzllnit Trail; or, Arletta's Nuisiret
1093 " Fight In th e· Sagebrus h; or. The Richest Clup,
Spot
In Nevada.
1094 " and Little Morcasln : or. Arlettn's PawnPe Peril.
1095 " Stopping a "Shoot-U p"; or, The Grudge That
Neper Was Paid.
•
1096 " On the Frontier; or, Arletta and
the Mexican
OutlRws.
1097 " and "Three-Fi ngered Tom"; or, The Toughest
Man In Camp.
1098 " Richest Panout; or, A:rietta and the Hidden
Cave.
1099 " and the Ropers;· or, A Finish Fight On the
Range.
1100 " Trnilln,z
the Express Thieves; or, A r Ie tt a ' s .
Golden Reward.
1101 " ' '!'rimming the Toughs; or, Making Music for
1102 " Ba~iiiesh ake-Up; or, Arletta's Dari u g Deception.
110~ " R<'d Hot Fight; or, The Hidalgo's Hidden
Hannt.
U04 " Lariat Swing; or, Arletta and The Broken-

Useful, Instructi ve, and Amul!llng. They contabl
Valuable Informa tion on Almost
Every Subject.
No. S5. HOW TO PLAY OA.)IES. - A complete and
useful little book, containin g the rules and regulatio
ns
of billiards, bagatelle, back-gam mon, croquet,
dominoes, eic.
No. 36.

HOW TO SOLVE CONUND RUl\IS.-C

No. 40.

HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-

ontalning all the leading conundru ms ot the day, amusing
riddles, curious catches and witty sa,ylngs.
I-ncludln,s hints on how to catch moles, weasels, otter,
rats,
squirrels and birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
Ill n s trated.
No. 41.

THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S

,TOKE BOOK. - Containin g a great variety of
latest
jokes used by the most- famous end men. No the
amateur
minstrels ls MmpletP @bout thi s wonderfu l llttle
book.
No.

42.

THE

BOYS

OF

NEW

YORK

STUMP-

SPEAKE R. - Containin g a varied assortmen t of stump
speeches, Negro. Dutch and Irish. · Also end men's
jokes.
Just thP thinit for homf' amuseme nt and amateur shows.
'No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK l\UNSTR EL
GUIDE A.ND JOKE BOOK. - Somethin g new and Ter:f
Instructiv e. Every boy should obtain this
book, as It
contnlns full Instructio ns for organizin g an amateur
minstrPl troupe.
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE A.ND USE ELECTR ICITY.
- A descrlpt!o n of the wonderfu l uses of electricity and
electro mo irn<'t!sm: to,sether w)th full instructio
ns tor
maklug l<11Prtrlc Toys, Batteries, etc. By Georg-e Trebel.
A. M., M. D. Contalnln gg over flfty Illustratio ns.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD A.ND SA.IL' CA.NOES. - A
handy book tor boys, containin g full directions for constructing canoes and the most popular manner of sail•
Ing them. Fully · Ulustrated .
No. 49. HOW TO DEBA.TE .-Glvlng rules for
ducting debates, outlines for debates, questions for condh-·
cusslon and the best sources for procuring informati
on "on the (lU_e stlons l?fven.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANll\IAL S.
-A' valuable book, giving Instructio ns In colle-ctlng, preparing, mounting and preservin g birds, animals and Insects.
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.- Con- .
taining explanati ons of the general principles
of slel,zhtof-hand applicable to card t~icks; or card tricks
ordinary cards, nnd not requiring sleight-of -hand:with
of
tricks Involving slPi,sht-of -hand , or the use of specially
preparf'd cards. Illustrate d.
1105 ,JJr~~~e.tb e Red Skin Rond Agents; or, Trouble
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS .-A complete and
A:t th!' Double Six Ranch.
1106 " Shooting for His Life-; or, Arletta's Able Assis- handy little book, giving the rules and tun directions
tor playing Euchre, Cribbage, Cassino, Forty-Fiv e.
1107 " a;,~Y\;{fi. carat Dan" ; or, The Dandy Bad Man of Ronnce, Pedro Sancho. Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
Fours, and many other popular games of cards.
Gilt Edge.
1108 " Defying HI• Enemies; or, .Arietta and the
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP A.11,'D MANAGE PETS. Giving complete informati on as to the manner and
1
Death Cave.
meth,
od
of raising, keeping, t a ming, breeding and managing
For sale by all newsdeale rs. or will be sent to any adall kinds of pets; also givin,s full Instructio ns tor makdress on receipt of price, 7c. per copy, in money or posing cag_es, etc. Fully explain ed by twenty-ei ght l!Jusfa,re stamps.
tratlons.
THE FOLLOW ING NUMBER S PRICE 8 CENTS
No. 56. HOW TO BECOME AN ENGINE ER. - Containing full Instructio ns how to become a locomotiv
1109 " Hnnt!n.g for Griz1,Iies; or, a Lively Time In the
e
engineer; also directions tor building a model
Rockies.
locomotive; togethAr with a full descriptio n of everythin
1U0 " Trailln,s the Redskins ; or, Arlet t li and th e Abg
an
engineer should know.
ducted Girl.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECT IVE. - By Old l'Cing
Brady, the well-know n detective. In w])ich he
HARltT 'B. WOLFF, Publl • lter, IOG.,
Jays down
some
valuable rules for beginners , and also relates • ome
108 1VHt Hot l!ltreet,
'New l'erk OI~
adventure s of well-know n detectives .
No. 60.

HOW TO
SCl;NARIOS WRITE
THEM
Price 35 Cenh Per Copy '

This book contains all the most recent _changes In
the method of construct ion _and subI?lss,o n of ace•
narios. Sixty Lessons, coverrng every phase of see•
nRrlo writing. For sale by al!, Newsd ealers and Book•
stores. If you cannot procute a copy, send ns the
price, 35 cents, in money or postage stamps, and we
w!II mall :vou one. postaire free. Address
L. IENAREN S, U9 Sev'eotb Ave., Ne., York, N. T

HOW TO BEOOlllE A PHOTOG RAPHER

._
Containin g usefnl informati on regarding the Camera and
how to work It; also how to make Photogra phic Magic
Lantern Slides and other Transpare ncies. Handsom ely
!Jlustrate d.
No. 64. HOW TO lllA.KE JCLEC'l:BrCA.L MACHIN ES
- Containin g full directions for making electrical machlne11, induction coils, dynamos and many
novel toys
to be worked by electricity . By B. A. R. Bennett.
Ful17
lllustrate d.
For sale by all newsdeale rs , or will be sent to any
address on receipt of price, 10c. per copy,
In money or stamps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF , , Puhlisht t, Inc.
166 West 23d Street,,
New York Cit7,

